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May 6 has been declared the date of the UK general election and it looks
set to be a closely contested ballot. Beleaguered by the country’s economic
woes and diminishing public confidence in political institutions, the
incumbent Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, faces stiff competition from
the opposition. Whoever is left standing will be juggling the huge deficit,
public spending reductions and fiscal change. The race is on!
While opinion surveys depict that almost a third of British voters are
undecided, legal and regulatory change is inevitable and will have an
impact on many in our profession. In this issue, David Worsfold explores
the potential consequences for some of our practice areas.
Aside from the election coverage, our other
themes for the month are regulation and
climate change. On the latter topic, a reader
recently wrote in to say that “actuaries
should stick to what they know”.
Seemingly, as actuaries or otherwise, we
all have a role to play in slowing down the
rate at which we are reportedly damaging
planet Earth. I am, however, increasingly
persuaded that there is more that we as
actuaries can do with our specialist skill-sets
of modelling and managing risk.
Claire Davey and Yiding Jiang share their
views on this topic. Several related papers
are available on the Profession’s website
as well as further information on the
Resource and Environment Member
Interest Group.
Finally, for eligible members,
remember to cast your vote on the
proposed Profession merger by 22
May (Faculty) or 23 May (Institute).

Marjorie Ngwenya
Editor
editor@the-actuary.org.uk
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Letters to the editor
In which actuaries discuss tax, trustees and tables

Letter of the month
Who would want to be PM?
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) has recently been consulting
as to how to implement the reduction in tax relief for high
earners. For defined benefit entitlement, it is proposed that
the taxable amount will be calculated as a capitalised value
of the increased pension benefit accrued in the tax year. The
capitalisation appears likely to be based upon an age-related
factor dependent upon the individual’s current age and normal
retirement age. While this seems quite simple, there does not
appear to be any consideration of what this could mean to an
individual in terms of the tax they might have to pay and their
ability to pay it. As an example, it is useful to consider the next
Prime Minister.
In the UK, the Prime Minister receives a pension of 50% of
salary (Office of the Leader of the House of Commons website
— Pay and Pensions). This pension is paid irrespective of the
period of service as Prime Minister, be that one day or ten years. Consequently, the
pension accrues in the tax year that office is taken up and, as someone earning over
£150 000 tax, is payable on that benefit. Assuming a factor of 10 (a factor of 13.4 was
used in the consultation), this would mean that the Prime Minister would be assessed as
having additional tax payable of 150% of salary (50% of salary x 10 x 30% tax rate).
HMRC’s consultation could mean that Prime Ministers are effectively free of cost for up
to three years, assuming that with current standard tax rates the Prime Minister might
expect to receive approximately 60% of salary net of tax. With higher factors it could be
even longer.
Alternatively, perhaps HMRC might wish to consider how it expects individual taxpayers
to cope.
Neil Walton
7 April 2010

The writer of the letter of the month receives a £25 Amazon voucher

Genes for life
I read an interesting news article in the April
edition of The Actuary with the title “The
ageing gene?”. The (short) article ended with
the suggestion that an important subject for
research by the insurance industry could be
on the significance of genes for longevity. I
for one totally agree.
However, perhaps my opinion is not
impartial. I’ve been interested in this subject

for quite a while, as have several others.
I felt some disappointment in what
the article didn’t contain — that is the
broadcast that there is already a body of
actuarial research on this subject! Rather
coincidentally, in fact, the Scandinavian
Actuarial Journal has recently published
the article “Pensions and genetics: Can
longevity genes be reliable risk factors for
annuity pricing?” which addresses the

relevance of genes for longevity to the
insurance industry.
Broader implications of genetic
dispositions have also been investigated.
The Genetics and Insurance Research Centre
was set up in 1999 at Heriot-Watt University
with the aim to “develop mathematical and
actuarial models to estimate the costs of
genetic knowledge to individuals, to insurers
and to service providers”.
Any actuary who shares an interest in this
developing line of research should find that
there is an abundance of information and
analysis available.
Kenny McIvor
8 April 2010

Thalidomide compensation
The Thalidomide Trust administers the
£130m which has been accumulated for
the 460 UK people who were damaged, as
embryos, by thalidomide. It provides annual
distributions which are based solely on the
degree of disability.
I was invited to become a trustee nearly
20 years ago to fill a gap for someone with
an actuarial and investment background.
The other trustees have legal, accountancy,
medical, social services, reconstructive
medicine and finance backgrounds. I serve
on the Finance Committee.
When I first became a trustee I was
pleased to discover that the trustees had
been commissioning triennial actuarial
reports but was astonished to read in the
1991 report “It is apparent that the Fund
will run out in 20 years”. In order to last for
the lifetime of the beneficiaries, the actuary
estimated that another £50m was required.
To this day I do not understand why the
trustees did not appreciate the seriousness
of the situation. I can still recall the
expressions of surprise when I, the new boy,
said “You do understand that this means
that in 2011, when the beneficiaries are aged
50, the money will run out and the Trust

London » Zurich » Dublin » Hong Kong » Sydney
Tel: 020 8544 0417
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More letters online at www.the-actuary.org.uk/874295

will have to wind up?” At some time in the
past the trustees had agreed to distribute the
income but preserve the capital.
At that time interest rates were high
and so was the annual distribution. As
interest rates fell they had maintained the
distribution and moved into higher-yielding
fixed interest investments which had
suffered under inflation. The asset-base was
being eroded in order to maintain the yield.
I persuaded the trustees to establish
an order of priorities. After considerable
discussion we agreed that the annual
allocation should:
n Be maintained for the lifetimes of the
beneficiaries
n Not be reduced
n Be increased in line with inflation
n Be increased by more than that if possible.
The current allocation level was frozen
and the chairman, Lord Griffiths, took the
problem to Guinness (which had acquired
Distillers, the UK distributor of thalidomide)
which eventually agreed to make 15 annual
payments of £2.5m into the Trust. This began
a financial transformation. New actuarial
assessments showed that with this additional
support the first three objectives could be met
provided that we could earn 6% in excess of
inflation on the investments. The only way
to achieve this was by 100% investment in
shares and I convinced my colleagues that we
should take that route. I also organised the
selection of two new investment managers
— one with an active global equity portfolio
and the other indexed.
Things went pretty smoothly once
the guidelines were agreed. Subsequent
additional funding from Diageo and good
investment performance has enabled us
to move from our extreme investment
strategy to a more conventional 70%
equities/30% index-linked benchmark and
to feel confident that we stand a fair chance
of making some inroads into the fourth
objective as well as the first three.
As you will have realised, the Trust is
very like a pension fund with the unusual
characteristic that all the pensioners
are the same age (born 1959-1961). The
beneficiaries’ mortality is clearly an
important actuarial consideration. It is
standard actuarial practice to try to derive
information from other similar cohorts

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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of people. But, in this case, there are no
similar cohorts. We have just this one group
of variously damaged beneficiaries, all the
same age, moving through life together.
One way of enhancing the information is
by extending the data pool and I suggested
that we could do this by obtaining
statistics relating to the 2,500 thalidomidedamaged people in Germany — where the
manufacturer of thalidomide was based.
Another important difference is that
we are not subject to any of the ridiculous
actuarial and accountancy reporting
requirements from which pension funds
now suffer. We try to ensure that we
get only the information which will be
interesting or helpful. Our actuary still
struggles to draft his triennial reports
without the words “surplus” or “deficiency”
appearing anywhere.
I have tried, in this letter to give a flavour
of what I have been able to contribute to the
Trust. There is, of course, an ulterior motive. I
shall be retiring next year and we are looking
for a replacement. If you want to know more,
you can explore the Trust’s website
www.thalidomidetrust.org or telephone me on
+44 (0)20 8445 7880. If you would like to be
considered, please send a brief CV to Martin
Johnson, the director of the Trust.
Hey presto. Isn’t science wonderful?
Colin Lever
7 April 2010

Model design flaws
My thanks to Alastair Day for his excellent
article on common failings in model design
(The Actuary, March 2010). I would add a
handful more issues to his list:
1) Hidden data tables
It is common for model designers to conceal
data tables in hidden columns off to the
right of the main calculations, presumably
because they think it looks nicer. Not
only does this turn spreadsheet audit into
a game of hunt-the-thimble, it can also
cause trouble if rows that pass through
the concealed table are carelessly inserted,
copied or deleted. Much better to give data
tables their own worksheet.
2) Missing metadata
Metadata (data about data) is vital to the
understanding and maintenance
of models. At a minimum, spreadsheets

Your letters
The editorial team welcomes readers’
letters but reserves the right to edit
them for publication. Please e-mail
actuaryletters@incisivemedia.com
The deadline for receiving letters for
the June issue is 13 May.
should list their name, a brief description
of their purpose; and a point of contact for
further information. Other useful metadata
would be: original location; details of any
regular updates (rates changes and so on.);
usage instructions; and links to related
documentation.
3) Version control
Many companies invest in sophisticated
version control systems for their
programmers; few extend the same courtesy
to their Excel developers. In the absence
of such tools, models should include a
record of their development history: version
numbers; change date; change author; and
a description of the change. It’s generally
a good idea to archive old versions, so that
the model can be “rolled back” if a newer
version turns out to be unreliable.
4) Abuse of programming tools
Scripting languages, such as Visual Basic
for Applications (VBA), are very powerful
tools and hence easy to misuse. Even the
humble, simple “clear input cells” macro
can cause chaos — for example, if an extra
row is inserted above the specified range.
The problem is exacerbated by Excel’s Macro
Recorder, which produces code that is fragile,
rambling, unreadable and, unfortunately,
copied and imitated by many amateur
programmers.
In fact there are so many ways to wreak
havoc with VBA that it really deserves its
own article. Maybe we’ll see one in a future
issue of The Actuary?
Alex Labram
12 March 2010

CERA correction
Due to an editing error, the President’s
Address column in the April issue gave an
incorrect interpretation of the acronym
CERA. The correct expanded form in the
context of the UK credential is ‘Chartered
Enterprise Risk Actuary’.
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Soapbox

Claire Davey

Claire Davey says insurance companies should get on the front foot
when it comes to tackling climate change issues

Embracing change

W

e have known about global
warming, ozone depletion and
the greenhouse effect for many
years. However, it is only in
the last decade or so that we have started
to understand the risks of failing to address
climate change, and none more so than in
the insurance industry. The rising number
of extreme weather warnings and natural
disasters has impacted dramatically on the
number of insurance claims made. Demand
from customers who increasingly care about
the environment and want ‘green’ products
and services — and the security risks from
lack of energy — water and food supply, have
prompted insurance companies to develop
robust climate change strategies.
The UK government has committed to
reducing 80% of carbon emissions by 2050
through initiatives designed to move the
UK to a low-carbon economy. As well as
fiscal incentives, the phase-out of inefficient
products and increasingly stringent
legislation, mechanisms such as the Carbon
Reduction Commitment (CRC) are designed
to achieve reductions while incurring the
lowest cost. At this stage, not many insurance
companies will fall under the CRC, but this
and other schemes may provide the perfect
opening to create alternative insurance
opportunities in the realm of motor, home
and business that do fall under such regimes.
To date, insurance companies have been
divided in their approach to developing a
climate change strategy. Some have taken
what could be classed as a short-term
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financial risk management approach to
minimising exposure to climate change
claims. Others have gone a step further
to look at how to actively combat its
consequences.
Insurers such as Aviva and Swiss Re have
taken the more proactive approach by
making substantial changes to their own
operations to minimise emissions and by
participating in voluntary offset projects
that neutralise their carbon footprints. The
leaders make it an integral part of their
business to drive behavioural change as the
best long-term method for combating climate
change and, consequently, their insured risks.
Meanwhile, companies such as AIG, with its
Global Alternative to Energy Practice, and
the Chubb Group‘s green energy team, are
adapting their insurance policies to cope with
business turning to clean energy.
Insurers are also offering products such
as ‘pay as you drive’, which reward lowermileage drivers on the basis of a lower
accident risk and the
added environmental
benefits. ‘Ecoinsurance’, developed
by Co-operative
Insurance, offers to
offset 20% of CO2
emissions as part
of the customer’s policy, with the insurer
claiming to be the first to launch a customerled ethical engagement policy. Companies
such as Farmers offer better premiums to the
owners of hybrid cars, and many firms who
provide car insurance also provide advice on
how to drive in a greener, more eco-friendly
manner.
Insurance companies and financial
institutions are also applying their expertise
in data collection and risk analysis to track
trends in this area. Lloyd’s of London is a
great example, which has produced a series
of reports on the topic such as What Next
on Climate Change? and Adapt or Bust. It

also actively contributes to climate change
blogs and engages interested parties in live
debates. Allianz contributes valuable data via
its environmental monitoring system, which
is fed into the Dow Jones Sustainability
Index (DJSI) as well as having sections on
its website devoted to environmental issues
and sustainability. It is very important for
any insurance company to assess how it
underwrites policies; companies need to
review current and future scientific data
as well as basing decisions on historical
information. These studies and reports
can increase a company’s reputation and
point them towards possible solutions, thus
mitigating risks.
In conclusion, insurance companies can
reduce their own internal carbon intensity
by embarking on very simple strategies such
as understanding their carbon footprint,
educating and engaging staff in the need
to conserve energy, introducing recycling
initiatives, reducing unnecessary travel or
even purchasing green
electricity.
These initiatives, if
implemented correctly,
can offer internal rates
of return that lead to
long-term benefits in
reduced energy costs
and operational expenditure. However, for
insurance companies it is also important
to take advantage of the opportunities
climate change can present. You need to
fully understand and actively manage the
risks, regularly assess and recalibrate internal
business models to ensure all possible
scenarios are covered. Build relationships
and engage with the government and key
decision-makers to ensure your voice is heard
and that you maintain a leadership position
in the fight against climate change.

» To date, insurance

companies have been
divided in their approach
to developing a climate
change strategy

«

Claire Davey is global marketing manager at
EcoSecurities
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Events in brief
Myth busting — commonly held
misconceptions about Solvency II
‘our changing future’ open forum,
4 May, Royal College of Physicians of
Edinburgh, 17.30-19.30
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/conf/
myth_busting

Current issues in general insurance
(CIGI) — 10 May, Royal College of
Physicians, London
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/conf/cigi

Health and care conference 2010 —
12-14 May, Celtic Manor, Newport,
Wales
For further information visit
http://healthandcare.actuarialevents.
com

Professionalism workshop: business
ethics — 13 May, London; 29 June,
Edinburgh
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/conf_flyer/
business_ethics.pdf

TAS awareness seminars:
26 May, Hilton Caledonian, Edinburgh
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/conf/
tas_awareness

21 June, Hilton Paddington, London
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/conf/
tas_awareness2

Risk and investment conference 2010
13-15 June, Hilton Caledonian,
Edinburgh

Presidents urge members to
vote on new merger proposal
Voting open on proposal to merge Faculty and Institute
Voting was due to start in April on a new
proposal for a merger between the Faculty
of Actuaries in Scotland and the Institute
of Actuaries. Associates and fellows of the
Faculty and the Institute and honorary
fellows of the Faculty are eligible to vote
and the Faculty and Institute presidents
have urged all eligible members to use
their vote.
Members eligible to vote will have
received, by e-mail or post, voting materials
from Electoral Reform Services (ERS) in
the week beginning 12 April 2010. Voting
materials include the proposal to form
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries;
governance documents comprising Charter,
Bye-laws and Regulations; special general
meeting resolutions and notices; and a
proxy form.
If you are eligible to vote and have
mislaid or not received your voting
materials, including the security codes to
access the ERS separate internet voting
websites, please contact ERS on
+44 (0)20 8889 9203 or e-mail
onlinevoting@electoralreform.co.uk
The ERS internet voting service is
available 24 hours a day until 17.00 BST on
Sunday 23 May 2010. To make sure your
vote counts, please complete and return
your proxy form by 17.00 BST on 22 May
2010 (for Faculty) and by 17.00 BST on 23
May 2010 (for Institute).
The outcome of each vote will be
announced simultaneously, as far as
practicable, at separate special general
meetings in Merchants’ Hall and Staple Inn

on 25 May 2010. The voting threshold is
two-thirds for the Faculty and three-fourths
for the Institute.

How do I vote?
Members eligible to vote can complete
and submit a proxy form, nominating and
directing your proxy to vote according to
your wishes. You can complete and submit
the proxy form electronically or by post,
but you may only use one method to return
it. Any attempt to submit a form more than
once will be detected. Please return the
entire proxy form, as part-forms will not be
counted in the vote.

I am a student — can I vote?
Associates and fellows of the Faculty and
the Institute and honorary fellows of
the Faculty are eligible to vote. Students,
affiliates of the Faculty and the Institute
and honorary fellows of the Institute are
not eligible to vote. All members (including
students, affiliates of the Faculty and the
Institute and honorary fellows of the
Institute) have been sent information about
the merger in order to be kept aware of the
issue and to play a full part in discussions
with colleagues.
For more details about the merger:
n Visit www.actuarialmerger.com
n Read the Joint Council’s case for a merger
at http://tinyurl.com/yasmv7k
n Read members’ views about the merger at
www.actuarialmerger.com/groups
n Share your views on the merger at
www.actuarialforums.com

For further information visit http://
riskandinvestment.actuarialevents.com

General insurance pricing seminar —
17 June, Royal College of Physicians,
London
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/conf/
gi_pricing_seminar

The Institute of Actuaries Biennial
Dinner — 22 June, Royal
Horticultural Halls, London
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/events/
biennial_dinner
Continued on page 11
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Consultation paper on changes to CPD Scheme
The Profession has issued a consultation
paper on proposed changes to the continuing
professional development (CPD) Scheme.
In the longer term it will need to consider
a new approach including, probably, a move
towards outputs-based CPD. However, more
urgently, it needs to make some changes to
the existing scheme in order to address some
of the issues that have become apparent
over its lifespan. The intention — after
considering the feedback — is to introduce
changes in time for the CPD year, which

runs from 1 July 2010.
The consultation period ends on 10 May
2010. Copies of the consultation paper can
be downloaded from the Profession’s website.
Please visit www.actuaries.org.uk/Consultation_
RevisedCPDSchemeProposals.pdf
The Profession would welcome any
comments on the paper to be sent to
consultations@actuaries.org.uk. If you have any
queries relating to the above, contact Fiona
Goddard at fiona.goddard@actuaries.org.uk
or telephone +44 (0)131 240 1302.

Actuarial presidents set to visit UK in June
The week starting 21 June will see presidents
of various actuarial associations from around
the world and other leading members of
the profession arriving in London for a
series of bilateral and trilateral meetings,
culminating in a roundtable meeting of all
the participants at Staple Inn on 23 June.
The meetings will provide an excellent
opportunity for the UK Actuarial Profession
to build on its strong collaborative links with
other associations and for the attending

presidents to share their thinking on
important matters affecting the profession
globally.
The actuarial profession is truly a global
profession, and events such as the signing
of the Chartered Enterprise Risk Actuary
(CERA) treaty demonstrate the importance
of working and thinking internationally. The
Profession looks forward to welcoming this
distinguished group of actuaries to Staple
Inn and to fruitful discussions.

General insurance reserving
seminar — 28 June, Staple Inn,
London
For further information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/conf/
gi_reserving_seminar

Variable annuities seminar:
bridging the divide 17 September,
Staple Inn, London
For further information contact
kate.harris@actuaries.org.uk

Forthcoming Institute
sessional meetings
Measurement and modelling of
dependencies in economic capital
10 May, Staple Inn, London
For more information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/sessional/
sm20100510

Were pension costs accounted for?
24 May, Southampton
For more information visit
www.actuaries.org.uk/sessional/
sm20100524

» Spoilt for choice

Visit the-actuary.org.uk for a better selection

The Actuary’s website is choc-full of features for you to enjoy. And with more
exclusive content than ever, you can afford to indulge at your leisure. Pick and
mix news, comment, fun stuff and features, choose from the choicest jobs or
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Recollections from ICA 2010 — Cape Town
Paul Thornton, president, International
Actuarial Association (IAA)
It is quite a challenge to attempt any
summing up of a Congress with such a
diverse range of topics, but what I will do is
highlight what was, for me, the single most
important direction to come out of this
particular Congress, and one that has the
greatest strategic importance for the global
actuarial profession. This is the contribution
we can and should make to managing the
risks of the world’s financial systems.
Helen Zille, the premier of the Western
Cape who hosted the Welcome event at
her State home on Sunday evening, asked:
“Why did the actuaries not see the financial
crisis coming?” Dr Mamphela Ramphele,
a former managing director of the World
Bank and a prominent participant in
national debate about the future of South
Africa, repeated that question in her address
to the closing session and told us to be
more assertive.
A number of the sessions addressed this
question. First, Paul Embrechts’ keynote
address, on lessons learned and implications
of the financial markets crisis, made us all
perhaps feel we could, as a profession, have
done much more to head off the financial
crisis, had we only realised the power of our
thinking. He quoted L C Rogers, who said:
“The problem is not that mathematics was
used by the banking industry, the problem
is that it was abused”, and showed a slide
where he listed the 10 weaknesses we should
have learned about by 2006, before this
latest crisis began, which were:
1. (Il)liquidity
2. Leverage (investment banks 30+:1)

Michael Pomery, chairman,
International Committee
The global actuarial profession owes a
great debt of gratitude to the Actuarial
Society of South Africa, to Desmond
Smith, chairman of the organising
committee, and all those who helped him,
for producing a superb Congress. From the
opening ceremony, with its stunning Zulu
drummers and dancers, to the passing of
the baton to Washington for 2014 at the
closing ceremony, the whole event was of
a truly high standard.
In welcoming delegates, Peter Doyle,
ASSA president, referred to ‘Ubuntu’, an
African term publicised by Archbishop
Desmond Tutu. He explained that, like
many powerful concepts, there is no direct
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3. Model uncertainty
4. Non-normality, extreme events
5. Regulatory arbitrage
6. Off-balance positions, OTC (shadow
banking)
7. Greed, non-rationality, human factors
8. Short-term financing of long-term risks
9. Sccounting deficiencies
10. Global financial networks, IT
vulnerability.
Next, Harry Panjer — in a session on
the global ERM designation for actuaries
— described the way in which the actuarial
profession is moving forward into the
broader area of enterprise risk management.
In the discussion that followed, the panel
suggested that the unique selling point
of the actuarial profession compared
with other risk managers is our use of
professional judgment, not a slavish belief
in the latest mathematical models. I was
also struck by a slide that Harry borrowed
from Jim McGinnitie, with 10 things that
“actuaries understand”, namely:
1. That risks are seldom normally distributed
2. That models need to be recalibrated as
new data become available
3. That ‘model drift’ occurs as use of models
influences market behaviour
4. That ‘spirals’ occur. Slicing, dicing
and repackaging risk multiple times can
lead to the ultimate holder of risk not
understanding and not managing its
risk exposure
5. The challenges of valuation where no
deep market exists
6. The importance of the long-term view in
making short-term decisions
7. The ‘actuarial control cycle’ as a

translation into English but he offered one
interpretation: “I am here because you
are here”. This symbolised the Congress,
creating the atmosphere to encourage
delegates to circulate and exchange views,
both formally and informally. The South
African finance minister, keynote speaker
on the opening day, gently reminded us
that there are other ways of measuring
value than simply monetary, or financial,
value, which also helped to set the tone for
what was to follow.
For me, the Congress was summed up
by the experience of a single coffee break,
when I found myself standing next to
and striking up conversations with young
actuaries from Zambia, then Sri Lanka, then
Uganda and then Mongolia!

framework for updating and overall
management of models
8. The importance of transparency of
producing reports
9. Professional standards as guideposts for
professional practice
10. The quasi-fiduciary role they play in the
lives of those who rely on them.
(Source: Actuaries would have made a
difference, W. James McGinnitie, Beyond
Risk, Fall-Winter 2009.)
Next to mention is Yoshihiro Kawai,
secretary general of the International
Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS),
who confirmed the vital role of actuaries
in helping the IAIS address the problems
of systemic risk in the global insurance
industry. As if to reinforce the message,
while we were in Cape Town I received a
letter from the chairman of the IAIS, Peter
Braumüller, emphasising its strong need
to have our input on the issue of financial
stability, and our assistance with developing
its new supervisory framework.
In the same building as the IAIS is the
Bank for International Settlements in
Basel. The Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, which is based there, proposes
to introduce a countercyclical capital
framework, and the IAA has been asked to
explain how actuaries deal with expected
loss provisioning allowing for the frequency
and severity of losses… in other words, thow
the well-established actuarial methodology
for dealing with this in the insurance sector
could be applied in banking.
If ever there was an opportunity for the
global actuarial profession, this is it.
In my opening address, I said the
IAA believes that more widespread use
of actuarial approaches throughout
the financial sector could assist in the
prevention of future financial crises. We
must not delude ourselves that we can
prevent future financial crises, but we
can certainly do a huge amount to help
prevent them.

More content online
Tom Ross’s ‘Reflections on ICA 2010’ is
published online (www.the-actuary.org.uk/
874304), as is Michael Pomery’s article ‘The
other side of Cape Town’, which looks at
two of the social projects in the townships,
including one supported by the Peter Clark
Memorial Fund. Visit www.the-actuary.org.
uk/874305
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Determination Report for Adjudication Panel

CPD deadline reminder

Mr Julian Hobday FIA, 1999,
Manchester (the Respondent)

For all those who are Fully Regulated in
Categories 2, 3 and 4.
There are now only two months left
to make your CPD Declaration and add
your CPD activity to your online record.
Please ensure you do this well in advance
of the deadline date of 30 June. As we
are sure you are aware, the Profession is
firmly committed to enforcement and
will refer any member to the Disciplinary
Investigation Team for non-compliance
with the CPD Scheme. If you need any help,
or indeed have any questions regarding
your CPD requirement, please contact
cpd_feedback@actuaries.org.uk

On 30 November 2009 the Adjudication
Panel considered a complaint that the
Respondent, between approximately
February 2004 and October 2008, accepted
and subsequently held scheme actuary
appointments to four UK pension schemes
without holding, or applying for, a scheme
actuary certificate; such failure and
conduct constituting:
a) A breach of Bye-Law 76 of the ByeLaws of the Institute of Actuaries, and
therefore misconduct in terms of Rule
1.6 (a) of the Disciplinary Scheme of the
Institute of Actuaries
b) A material breach of a requirement of
a Practice Standard Guidance Note, namely
paragraph 2.1 of version 5.0 and 6.0 of
Guidance Note 29 and paragraph 2.2 of
versions 7.0 and 7.1 of Guidance Note 29,
because he retained such appointments,
and accepted new appointments as a
scheme actuary, without holding a current
scheme actuary certificate and additionally,
and in any event, inappropriate and
unprofessional conduct, in breach of
paragraphs 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of versions 2.0,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.0 of the Professional
Conduct Standards and paragraph 1.2 of
version 3.0 of the Professional Conduct
Standards and therefore Misconduct in
terms of Rule 1.6 (b) of the Disciplinary
Scheme for the Institute of Actuaries
as constituting conduct falling below
the standards of behaviour, integrity,
competence, or professional judgment
which other members or the public might
reasonably expect of a member.
The Panel determined that the case
report disclosed a prima facie case of
Misconduct in respect of the allegations

made against the Respondent in
accordance with rule 4.2 (b) (i) of the
Institute’s Disciplinary Scheme and that
the Respondent should be invited to
accept that there had been Misconduct
and to accept the following sanctions,
namely:
n A reprimand
n A fine of £5000
n A requirement to attend a
professionalism course within 12 months.
The Panel’s reasons were as follows:
1. The alleged breach, which the case
report discloses a prima facie case of, is a
serious breach of a Practice Guidance Note
and a Bye-Law of the Institute of Actuaries
and is therefore capable of amounting
to Misconduct in accordance with the
Disciplinary Scheme.
2. The obtaining of a Practising
Certificate is important in ensuring
that only those that are sufficiently
professionally competent and experienced
are able to undertake the role of a scheme
actuary.
3. It is therefore not merely an
administrative requirement that scheme
actuaries hold current Practising
Certificates but enables the Profession to
exercise its regulatory function and protect
the public, and particularly pension
schemes and their members.
4. The Panel carefully considered the
case report and appendices and gave
serious consideration to whether this
matter was sufficiently serious to refer
to a Disciplinary Tribunal Panel. It was
determined, however, that in all the
circumstances of the case this was not
necessary, as the breadth of sanctions
available to the Panel were sufficient to
discharge the case.

New website to launch after member-led changes
The Profession’s website has been
redeveloped and will shortly be launched,
reflecting the needs and aspirations of our
diverse and international membership.
Building on feedback from members, the
website is designed to be a one-stop-shop,
offering all the information and support
members may need on a day-to-day basis.
The main features of the website will
include: more robust, accurate and speedier
search facilities; improved online booking
processes; aggregated news from the
Profession and a range of external media
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news providers; an easier and simpler
process to view and update your CPD
record online; intuitive navigation;
improved accessibility; access to sections
of the website via mobile devices; and
improved quality and range of audio and
visual content.
Content on the website will be
maintained and developed by key staff
in different business areas, improving the
value, relevance and speed of delivery of
news and information to members and
other visitors to the website.

Support for volunteers
Dee Massiah was recently appointed as the
volunteer resource manager based in the
‘People Matters’ division — that’s human
resources to the rest of the world! In the
coming months, Dee will be responsible
for ensuring that the Profession makes the
best effective use of its valuable volunteer
resource, capitalising on volunteers’ skills
and abilities by providing them with the
appropriate support, and encouraging
members to volunteer.
If you have any queries on volunteering,
contact Dee Massiah on +44 (0)207 632
2151 or at dee.massiah@actuaries.org.uk

Notice of the Ordinary
General Meeting of the
Faculty of Actuaries in
Scotland
Notice is hereby given of the Ordinary
General Meeting (OGM) of the Faculty of
Actuaries in Scotland to be held on Monday
28 June 2010 at 17.00 at The Merchants’
Hall, 22 Hanover Street, Edinburgh EH2 2EP.
The papers for the Meeting will be
despatched by e-mail four weeks prior to the
OGM, in accordance with Rule 9g (i) of the
Faculty Rules and Bye-laws.
Alan Watson, honorary secretary

Faculty SGM — outcome
The outcome of the Special General Meeting
of the Faculty of Actuaries in Scotland held
on 15 March 2010 can be found at
www.actuaries.org.uk/news/faculty_sgm.
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Education

Exam entries
Entries for the April examinations were
again higher than anticipated, with over
12400 entries received by the deadline.
n The new ST9 (Enterprise Risk
Management) examination attracted
almost 150 applications including over 60
from Australia and several from qualified
fellows.
n The extension of the CT1 (Financial
Mathematics) examination for nonmembers to overseas candidates as well
as those in the UK has resulted in an
increase in applications to 167 including
over 40 from outside the UK.
n The final sitting of CA3
(Communications) before the full transfer
to the module-based assessment resulted
in over 1300 applications.
n Three of the CT subjects attracted
over 1000 applications, which will be a
challenge to the markers to meet our
deadlines.
The examinations began on 19 April and
were sat at over 100 centres around the
world.

News

CERA credential gathers pace
The development of the new CERA
enterprise risk management qualification
continues apace. In addition to the 14
actuarial associations that have signed
the treaty, a further 15 associations have
expressed an interest in joining the
treaty group. The UK has submitted two
applications, one covering the Profession’s
own examination route, which is being
considered first, and the university
accreditation route which will be looked
at subsequently. The CERA Review Panel,
which has representatives from each
of the 14 treaty signatory bodies, has
established a working group to evaluate

the UK applications with members from
two North American associations (CAS and
SOA) and from the French and Swedish
associations. As the UK application is the
first one submitted, a face-to-face meeting
has been set up in London as part of the
evaluation but also as a training exercise
and to establish evaluation criteria for
future applications.
A number of other applications are
in progress; the Australian Institute has
submitted its proposal, which incorporates
ST9 (the UK Profession’s enterprise
risk management subject) and other
applications are expected in the near future.

Why England lose — the theory of
successful penalty kicks
3 June, Cass Business School, London
— evening seminar
This talk, organised by TANC (The Actuarial
Network at Cass) will be given by professor
Stefan Szymanski and will be based on his
book of the same title. The book reveals
counterintuitive truths about football and
explains all manner of things about the
game that the mainstream media has not
noticed. Attendees will come out of this
lecture with a better understanding not
just of football, but of how economists
think and what they know.
Professor Szymanski is an economics
professor at Cass, with many published
articles on the business of sport,
particularly football and the Olympics.
Cost: £25 for qualified members of the
UK Actuarial Profession and externals, £5
for students of the UK Actuarial Profession
and Cass Business School/City University.
For further details and to register for
this event please go to www.cass.city.
ac.uk/tanc
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Manifesto commitments
Reading between the lines of the three main parties’ agendas
With the UK general election due on 6 May,
a series of election manifestos is on offer
from the main parties for voters to see what
the parties are promising or — often equally
importantly — neglecting to say.
Pension policy rears its head highest,
though it always seems to be focused on
the ‘grey vote’ even though one person’s
higher pension is another person’s higher
taxes. Labour promises to uprate the basic
state pension in line with earnings from
2012, sooner than is absolutely required
by legislation or committed by the current
government. Towers Watson points out that
this is likely to impose a cost of £2bn a year
more by 2015 than retaining price inflation
as the benchmark until then.
Commenting on the silences in the
Labour manifesto, John Ball of Towers
Watson suggests: “There is a hint that the
state pension age would not rise any further
than planned and that no more reforms
to public sector pensions would be on the
cards under Labour. But neither change is
completely ruled out, so pensions could
still play a role in balancing the books if
Labour won.”
The Conservatives have been most
vocal on their proposed change to the rise
in National Insurance from 2011, and on
their proposal to accelerate the rise in state
pension age — differentially for men (aged
66 after 2016) and women (after 2020).
They and the Liberal Democrats propose
to remove compulsory annuitisation from
defined contribution funds, provided
people have enough left to live off without
claiming means-tested benefits.
Occupational pensions are harder to
address. The Tory plan for “reinvigorating

occupational pensions and working with
employers and industry to support autoenrolment into pensions and looking
at how we can simplify the rules and
regulations round pensions” lacks detail.
Their approach to the National Employee
Savings Trust seems to be to review it and
its viability if they are elected.
The restriction of tax relief to basic
rate for very high earners would go
ahead as planned under Labour and the
Conservatives make no suggestion that they
would not proceed. The Liberal Democrats
go one step further and propose to abolish
higher-rate tax relief for anyone. The
Conservatives make a statement that they
will “address the growing disparity between
public sector pensions and private sector
pensions” without saying quite how. As they
are unlikely to force private employers to
increase benefits, the informed reader might
expect them to be focused on reducing
public sector benefits. One promise they
make, which sounds difficult to implement,
is to cap public sector pensions at £50,000,
regardless of how long the public servant
has worked. They also intend to end MPs’
final salary pension scheme. The Liberal
Democrats promise to address public sector
pensions, with possible further cost-capping
or rises in pension age.
There are few commitments in the area
of insurance. One of note, however, is
confirmation from the Conservatives of
support for the concept of someone paying
a one-off premium (around £8,000) to cover
the risk of long-term care and protecting
their home from having to be sold to fund
residential care-costs.
The Conservatives also plan to reform

Quinn Insurance in
administration

Public sector pay and pensions gap

Irish insurance company Quinn Insurance
has been placed into administration at
the request of the Financial Regulator for
breaches of solvency rules. The company
has significant amounts of healthcare
business in Ireland and motor, home and
business insurance in both the UK and
Ireland. Court cases continue to address
the nature of the future of the company
and its capitalisation and solvency.
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The Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) has
released a report suggesting a widening pay
and pension gap between the public and
private sectors. Noting a 2.3% per annum
increase in average public sector earnings
from 2001-2005 compared with only 1.5%
for the private sector, the Institute points
out that the gap is wider still (2.4% versus
1.3%) once improved public sector and
diminished private sector pensions are
taken into account.
The IFS points out that if retirement

the Financial Services Authority (FSA), by
bringing in a Consumer Protection Agency
to take over the FSA’s consumer protection
roles. Interestingly, they propose to bring
in a power to ‘define and ban excessive
borrowing rates on store cards’, something
in which politicians have, until now, been
loathe to interfere. In a strange reversal
of the private/public sector divide, it is
the Conservatives who plan a ‘national
financial advice service’ funded by a levy on
financial services.
The Liberal Democrats say plenty about
‘clamping down’ on ‘obscene bonuses’
in banks and a requirement for the
publication of the name of anyone paid
more than the prime minister.
One thing is likely on pension policy
— there will be plenty of pension ministers
whoever wins. The veteran industry
commentator, Steve Bee, has updated a list
on his website since 1997 — nine secretaries
of state and 11 junior ministers in a total of
15 different teams in 13 years. Few people
seem to hang around for long in a pensions
policy spot.

ages had been increased for future service
in the public sector rather than fully
grandfathered for existing employees, then
the pay growth in the two sectors would
have been much more similar.
The IFS adds a caution, pointing out
that the government has negotiated lower
accrual rates and benefits for some public
pension schemes. But even if larger cuts
were to be imposed, as all three parties
suggest, the savings would not feed through
to the public finances for many years.
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Fighting for UK insurance

Increasing demand for
the right kind of debt

The ABI director general, Kerrie Kelly,
newly arrived in London from her role
in Australia, gave a hard-hitting speech
challenging government and the EU
to make insurance more competitive.
Attacking the structure of UK corporate
taxes and the new 50% top rate of tax, she
warned of the dangers to London’s place
as a global centre for insurance, citing the
competition from Asia or locations such
as Bermuda.
On Solvency II, she warned: “It remains
intensely frustrating that what was
originally a sensible and well-considered
directive, designed to assist the smooth
operation of the single market by
delivering a common risk-based regime of
capital requirements and supervision has
instead become a vehicle for European
regulators to require layer upon layer of
additional capital”. Her particular ire was

In a nod to the insurance and pensions
industry, the huge level of gilt-edged stock
sales in the next year is likely to include a
lot more long-dated and index-linked stock,
both of which are in high demand from
pension funds and especially from those
writing annuity business for them.
Next year’s issue is likely to be 24% longdated and 20% index-linked, making almost
£40bn of index-linked stock. This compares
with around 35% from these two sources
combined last year.
However, those calling for longevitylinked bonds will remain disappointed that
this kind of innovation has not been tried.
Calls will no doubt continue, particularly as
the government will continue issuing lots of
debt for some years to come, whoever wins
the general election.

reserved for the “extreme conservatism
of the CEIOPS advice”. CEIOPS is the
Committee of European Insurance and
Occupational Pensions Supervisors.

US bill of health

ABI moves to track down employers
The Association of British Insurers (ABI) is
working with the Motor Insurers’ Bureau
to create an Employers’ Liability Tracing
Office. This will help claimants track down
employers’ liability policies, funded by a
levy on employer liability policies. The new
body will create a central database including
all future policies, successfully traced ones
and old policies with new claims.

The world’s
favourite
pension deficit
British Airways and Iberia move closer to
sealing a union under the brand name
‘International Airlines’ with details of the
integration of their companies. Still in the
tail lies the sting of the pension deficit and
the attitude of the Pensions Regulator, on
whose consent the deal still rests.
Meanwhile, the employees have a deal
with BA that represents a significant hike
in costs as the price for retaining existing
conditions in full. Contribution rates, already
fairly high at 8.5%, will have to rise to
13% to protect the retirement age of 60.
Although this is a very high cost, at least
for BA employees, they are not facing the
closure of their future accrual, an action
which so many employers have taken.
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Justin Jacobs of the ABI said: “We feel
this rises to the challenge the government
set out in its consultation document, by
making sure that as many people as possible
can trace their insurer. We will work closely
with the government and/or the Financial
Services Authority in establishing the
necessary regulatory framework to underpin
the office.”

Nick Warner

Across the pond, the US lawmakers
eventually found a way to pass a health
bill, one of the central planks of the Obama
administration. Extending insurance to
over 30 million more Americans, this
involves a combination of compulsion (or
fines) on citizens to insure and restrictions
on insurance underwriting of pre-existing
conditions.
The American Academy of Actuaries
has been broadly supportive to legislators
while stressing the importance of adopting
actuarial principles in dealing with the new
regime and its requirements and conditions.

Measuring the cost on
the Richter scale
A series of major earthquakes has shocked
the world. Some, such as the one in Chile,
are likely to have serious levels of insured
losses, estimated to be from $2bn to $10bn.
Others in remote regions of China or in
Haiti may have caused severe human
tragedy but less financial cost to the world’s
insurance markets. Is it coincidence or
are major earthquakes becoming more
commonplace?
Wind damage continues to be one of the
major causes of insurance loss. Xynthia,
a storm in Western Europe at the end of
February, may have generated $4bn of losses
even though the death toll was much more
modest than the seismic shocks elsewhere.
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From the world of general insurance
Fall-out from the global financial crisis
At the end of February, AIG announced a
loss of US$8.9bn for the fourth quarter of
2009. Some of this relates to action taken to
reduce its government debt. In particular,
there was a US$5.2bn charge in relation to
the sale of parts of subsidiaries American
International Assurance Company and
American Life Insurance Company, and
a US$2.8bn loss on the imminent sale of
Nan Shan Life of Hong Kong. In addition,
the group increased its loss reserves on
workmen’s compensation business by
US$2.3bn. The quarter’s result follows two
consecutive profitable quarters.
The Geneva Association published a
report at the end of February in which
it maintained that insurance companies
do not pose a systemic risk to the wider
economy. They also warned that unfocused
attempts to regulate systemic risk could
affect the insurance industry and prove
disastrous economically. In particular, the
report highlighted that, unlike the situation
for banks, the insolvency and winding-up of
an insurer is “an orderly process that does
not generate systemic risk”.

Climate change
Forecaster Accuweather has predicted an
extreme North Atlantic hurricane season,
with 16 to 18 named storms, most of them
in the Western Atlantic or Gulf of Mexico,
involving seven landfalls, five of them at
hurricane strength. Two or three major
landfalls on the US coast are included
in the projections. The reasons given for
this adverse prognosis include weakening
El Niño conditions, high sea-surface
temperatures and high humidity levels.
Other forecasters are also projecting an

above-average frequency of storms, but not
quite as high as Accuweather.

Claims from UK winter weather
The Association of British Insurers
announced in mid-March that UK insurers
suffered double the normal level of weatherrelated claims during January and February,
and if the floods in Cumbria in November
are included, the total was approximately
£1bn. The UK Met Office has indicated that
2009/10 was the coldest winter for 31 years,
with an average temperature of 1.5˚C.

Solvency II
Staff project-managing the transition to
Solvency II are said to be commanding fees
in excess of £1000 a day, in light of the
scarcity of suitably skilled people, according
to Paul Delbridge, an insurance partner at
PricewaterhouseCoopers. This is inevitably
causing a rise in implementation costs,
an example of which was seen when QBE
European Operations set aside an additional

Large losses
Earthquake in central Chile — 27 February
A large proportion of the damage in the
Concepcion area was caused by a tsunami
involving, in particular, the ports and the
fishing industry, and will impact marine
insurers. The steel, copper, fruit and
wine industries are also badly affected.
It is understood that the damage to the
country’s only real north-south road
(Route 5) is estimated at US$200m. A
large proportion of the overall insured loss
(possibly as much as 90%) is expected
to be borne by reinsurers. The estimates
of insured loss have now increased, with
latest figures being in the US$4-10bn range
— at the higher end of the range, it would
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be expected to impact on reinsurance
premium rates.
Windstorm Xynthia, France and western
Germany — 28 February
This horrific storm involved torrential rain
and wind speeds of up to 160kph, causing
very high tides and resulting in at least
45 deaths, mainly through flooding in the
Vendée region.
Latest estimates put insured losses at up
to €2.5bn, of which €2bn was in France
and €500m in Germany. The flooding
in France resulting from storm surge is
expected to be covered by the French
natural catastrophe pool.

£3m for such costs in 2010, mentioning the
talent pool of suitably qualified actuaries as
being of particular concern.
The Association of Mutual Insurers
and Insurance Cooperatives (AMICE),
the industry body for Europe’s mutual
insurers, has called on the Committee of
European Insurance and Occupational
Pensions Supervisors to rethink its proposals
on Solvency II capital and reporting
requirements. AMICE believes that its
members are particularly threatened under
the proposed regime, leading to a major
change in the structure of the European
insurance markets. Similar points were made
by the Comité Européen des Assurances
and AIRMIC, the UK risk management
association. There followed some
speculation that the European Commission
(EC) was considering a possible deferment of
the introduction of the new regime from its
intended date of late 2012, but such a delay
was not on the cards according to Karel van
Hulle, head of insurance and pensions at
the EC.

Lloyd’s
Towards the end of March, Lloyd’s
announced a record £3.9bn profit for 2009,
more than double that in 2008. The profit
before tax, excluding currency movements
on non-monetary items, was £4.25bn. The
market recorded a combined ratio of 86.1%,
down from 91.3% in 2008, which compares
favourably with an estimated average of
100% for US property and casualty insurers,
94% for US reinsurers, 99% for European
insurers and reinsurers, and 84% for
Bermudian insurers and reinsurers. Central
assets for Lloyd’s increased slightly to £2.1bn
and it saw an investment return of £1.77bn,
up from £957m. Its surplus on prior years’
reserves was down to £934m.

For more general
insurance news
More news on the following items can be
found on the website:
n Fall-out from the global financial crisis
n Terrorism
n Solvency II
n Regulatory and legal developments
n Lloyd’s
n Marine developments
n Employer’s Liability Trading Office
n Insurance fraud
n HIH
n Climate change
n Large losses
Visit www.the-actuary.org.uk/874230
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Tuesday 11 May
Catastrophe risk modelling
Staple Inn,
Holborn,
London
5:30pm for 6pm start

Thursday 13 May
Pub crawl
Starting near Monument Station,
London
6:30pm start

Tuesday 8 June
Professionalism issues — based on
real-life case studies
Staple Inn,
Holborn,
London

Programme event
Shane Latchman will present a paper that gives
an overview of a catastrophe model, introducing
its component modules — hazard, vulnerability
and loss. He will look at the power law of the
Gutenberg-Richter distribution that governs
earthquake frequency and describe the role of
a vulnerability function for estimating building
damage. Following on will be a discussion of how
‘ground up’ losses from catastrophe events are
manipulated to obtain the losses of an insurer.

Concepts such as exceedance probability
curves will be introduced, as well as the
mathematical concept of convolution. Metrics
associated with catastrophe modelling such as
the concept of return periods and tail value at risk
will also be discussed.
There is no need to register in advance for this
event. Refreshments will be available from 5:30pm
for a 6pm start. Following the meeting there will
be a free drink and buffet at a nearby pub.

Social event
Celebrate the end of exams by putting your thinking
(and drinking) caps on for the SIAS pub crawl! Let
SIAS take you and your friends on a journey of
mystery, intrigue and self-discovery… you may feel
all of these! Complete the challenges at each pub
and you may win one of the prizes on offer at the
end! Then relax and enjoy a free drink, some food
and the rest of the night at the final destination.
This event is free to register, and will start at

6.30pm near Monument station. To reserve your
place (and get a free drink at the first pub), e-mail
Alvin Kissoon at alvin.n.kissoon@uk.pwc.com by
Thursday 6 May.
Please note we award places on a first come,
first served basis, so reserve quickly to avoid
disappointment. Please only reserve your ticket
if you will be attending, to avoid a fellow SIAS
member missing out.

Programme event
Tony Hewitt from Imperial College Business School
will present hypothetical case studies designed
to reflect real life, using events taken from the
whistleblowing case, the collapse of Lehman
Brothers and the Standard Life Pension Sterling
Fund FSA breaches.

The case studies will illustrate professionalism
issues and you will be asked to exercise your
judgment in deciding how to apply Actuaries’ Code
principles to these case studies. Useful pre-reading
will be the Integrity article (www.the-actuary.org.
uk/873808) from the April e-edition of The Actuary.

5:30pm for 6pm start

Thursday 10 June
Bowling tournament
Venue to be confirmed

Social event
The SIAS ten-pin bowling tournament is back by
popular demand! Grab your snazzy shoes and
polish your bowling balls for a chance to strike out
the competition and claim the title of ‘SIAS Bowling
Champions 2010’!
Teams should consist of three players. Prizes
will be awarded for the highest and lowest-scoring
teams, highest and lowest individual scores over

both games and for the best team name! Don’t
worry if you don’t have a team; we will assign
you to one. Food and drink will be served and
are included in the ticket price of £10 for SIAS
members and £12 for non-SIAS members.
Places are limited and will be offered on a first
come, first served basis. Please e-mail
divyaa.mohan@hewitt.com to reserve your place.

For details of events, visit www.sias.org.uk
www.the-actuary.org.uk
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People/Society

From the office to the open road

The hills are alive…

Deloitte team gears up for a few days in the saddle

David Purchase and Peter Ridges, both
fellows of the Institute, have been credited
in the acknowledgements to the freely
available e-book, More Relative Hills of
Britain, by Mark Jackson. It is possibly the
most mathematical book ever written about
British hills and can be downloaded from
www.rhb.org.uk/humps.

Cycling enthusiasts from Deloitte will be
testing their endurance and mettle in the
inaugural Deloitte Ride Across Britain, a
1000-mile challenge in aid of the charity
ParalympicsGB. The charity is responsible
for preparing and managing Britain’s teams
at the Paralympic Games and Paralympic
Winter Games.
Carole Dick, Gavin Hill and Dan
Georgescu, who are part of the firm’s UK
Actuarial and Insurance Solutions team,
will join a 650-strong cycling squad on a

journey that will start at John O’Groats
(the most north-easterly point of Britain’s
four corners, in Scotland) on 12 June and
conclude at Land’s End (the most westerly
point in England, in Cornwall) a few days
later on 20 June. The trio have undertaken
a gruelling training regime throughout
winter in preparation for riding up to 110
miles a day.
As part of its sponsorship of the event,
Deloitte aims to raise a total of £1 million
for the charity from the riders taking part
over the next four years. Look out for an
update on their progress in a future edition.
To support Carole, Gavin and Dan in
their efforts for the Deloitte Ride Across
Britain and ParalympicsGB, please visit the
following JustGiving sites: www.justgiving.
com/Carole-Dick; www.justgiving.com/DanGeorgescu; www.justgiving.com/gavin-hill

Births
n Andrew McNamara and wife Michelle
are pleased to announce the birth of their
son, James Andrew Raymond. He was
born on 18 February 2010, weighing 8lb
4oz (3.7kg).

LCP wins Wessex 5-a-side football tournament
Wessex Actuarial Society, which serves
members in the south of England,
held a 5-a-side football tournament on
Sunday 28 February in Eastleigh, near
Southampton. Eight teams competed on
the day, with players from Aviva Health,
Friends Provident, HSBC Life, Lane, Clark
& Peacock (LCP), LV=, Skandia, Zurich and
the University of Southampton.
The tournament took place in the
outdoor court and it was a wet start,

SIAS event

Poker tournament

Review by James Williamson

The 2010 SIAS poker tournament attended
by over 100 participants was held at the
atmospheric Loose Cannons poker club that
lies beneath the main railway line entering
Cannon Street station. The victor was
Hewitt’s Paul Briggs, who demonstrated
a truly amazing comeback as he made it
through to the final table of nine players
with hardly any chips in front of him.
The two chip leaders at that stage, each
with a huge stack, were Mat Thomas of
Lane, Clark & Peacock and Oli McCulloch
of Barnett Waddingham. Mat eventually
finished in second place, with Oli in fourth.
Paul played well and certainly had luck on
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but the rain soon subsided giving way
to sunshine. Team spirit was high with
each team keen to take the trophy home.
LCP won the tournament beating HSBC
in the final match 6-0. A team from the
University who claimed to have never
played together before came a respectable
seventh place.
If you would like to present to the
society or have any questions, please
contact jacky.cheung@lv.com

Deaths
n Horst Becker died on 4 February 2010,
aged 82. He became an honorary fellow of
the Institute in 1982.
n John Michael Pearce died recently,
aged 63. He became a fellow of the
Institute in 1974.
n Denis John Wells died recently, aged
90. He became a fellow of the Institute
in 1961.

his side as he might easily have gone out
on a number of the hands on which he
went ‘all in’.
Third place went to last year’s
tournament winner, Hewitt’s David Barnard.
After losing a fairly sizable proportion of
his chips to Paul in the closing stages of
the tournament, David commented: “But
I thought you hardly had anything!” That
was true only a few hands before!
All the players who made it to the final
table went home with some fantastic
prizes, the others being James Williamson
of Barnett Waddingham (9th), Andrea
Mendham of Punter Southall (8th), Samer
Hafiz of Hymans (7th), David Ross (6th)
and Mark Wallace (5th).
Special thanks to Roy Houghton and
everyone else at the Loose Cannons Club
for leading the event.
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Obituary — John Henry
Prevett OBE
John Henry
Prevett OBE,
who played
a key role
in securing
compensation
for victims of
Thalidomide,
died after
a short
illness on 30
January 2010,
aged 76.
John was
born in Sussex in 1933, 12 hours after
his twin brother, Peter. He excelled in
mathematics at school and eschewed the
university scholarships he was offered to
join the North British & Mercantile as a
trainee actuary. He passed all the exams
very quickly but had to wait nearly two
years before being able to use his FIA
credentials, as he was below the then
minimum age to practise as an actuary.
Deciding that working as a consulting
actuary would be more to his liking,
he joined Bacon & Woodrow in 1958,
becoming a partner a few years later
and remained with the firm until his
retirement in 1998. John worked in
the firm’s pensions area, advising a

Obituary — Leslie Martin
Leslie Martin
died on 11
November
2009 aged
90. He
joined the
Government
Actuary’s
Department
(GAD) in
1938 and
spent six
years in
the armed
forces during the war, first in the Royal
Army Medical Corps then, with the Royal
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
following Dunkirk. He qualified as a fellow
of the Institute in 1947.
During Leslie’s time at GAD, he
principally worked with large occupational
pension schemes in the public services.
For many years he was concerned with
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large number of trade unions as well
as corporate clients. He was also one of
the profession’s leading experts on the
valuation of will trust interests and was the
author of the standard texts on the subject.
However, John was probably best known
for his work in quantifying financial
compensation in cases of personal injury or
death and, in particular, trying to persuade
the judiciary to adopt a more actuarial and
scientific approach. His most famous case
was in connection with the Thalidomide
tragedy when he worked with the Sunday
Times Insight team. Although John’s
evidence had been ignored in the test trial,
he persisted and, through his articles in
law journals and elsewhere, demonstrated
that the amounts initially offered to the
victims would be totally inadequate. This
stimulated renewed Sunday Times coverage,
the mood of the public changed and the
end result was that the Distillers Company
agreed much higher payments. John
received the OBE for this work.
John continued to be actively involved
in Court work and became a fellow of
the British Academy of Experts. John was
chairman of the Association of Consulting
Actuaries from 1983 to 1985, and was
awarded the Finlaison Medal by the
Institute in 1999 for his contribution to
the profession.
Outside the profession, John was a
member, sponsor, governor, trustee or

chairman of numerous charities and
organisations. In particular, he worked
tirelessly with Canon Collins and others
to support anti-apartheid activists through
the Defence and Aid Fund and the
Canon Collins Trust, of which he became
chairman. His successor described him as
‘one of the unsung heroes of the antiapartheid movement’. For John, the end
of apartheid was a momentous victory and
meeting Nelson Mandela after his release
from prison was a proud moment.
In addition to his charitable work,
he was not only the longest serving
commissioner of the Inland Revenue from
1961 until 2008 but also a Labour Party
councillor in the Tory-dominated borough
of Reigate and Banstead for over 40
years. He was elected mayor in 1998 and
honorary alderman in 2006.
John was a quietly spoken, mildmannered and gentle man, of complete
honesty and integrity, impeccable
professionalism and immense loyalty.
Despite all his activities, John remained
a strong and devoted family man who
will be missed much by his wife, Joy,
his sons David and Steven and his six
grandchildren, as well as those of us who
will fondly remember the countless bottles
of red wine we shared with him over many
years. A tribute to John simply stated: “The
world has lost a true hero.”
By Peter Morgan

population mortality and contributed to
GAD’s annual article in the British Actuarial
Journal showing recent trends. I recall him
being asked to examine the statistics of
tides in the Thames Estuary with a view to
assessing the risks of ﬂooding. This made
an interesting change and was presumably
the first step towards the completion of the
Thames Barrier in 1984.
Leslie served the Institute continuously
from 1954 to 1979, including spending
six years as a member of Council. He was
particularly involved with the Actuarial
Tuition Service, the Education Committee,
the Manpower Committee and the CMI
Bureau. He spent many years on the Board
of Examiners and liked to recall with glee
the occasion when a candidate was asked
to show that two expressions A and B were
equal. The candidate started with expression
A at the top of the page and worked down,
then started again with expression B at the
bottom of the page and worked up, hoping
(in vain) that the discontinuity in the
middle of the page would not be noticed!

Leslie was modest, but I know that he
was inwardly very pleased to contribute to
the first Sessional Meeting held in Staple
Inn on 28 November 1955 shortly after its
construction.
On Leslie’s retirement in 1979, he
and his wife Wynne retired to Down
St Mary in Devon where they spent
a further 30 years together. However,
Leslie never stopped working. He was
an honorary research fellow at Exeter
University, worked on church finances
both at a parish and a diocese level and
provided practical assistance to a number
of charitable concerns. He was a gentle
and modest man, who gave much to
the profession and to the community in
which he lived.
By Colin Stewart

PEOPLE NEWS
If you have any newsworthy items for
these pages, e-mail Kelvin Chamunorwa
at social@the-actuary.org.uk
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Q&A

Jim Sutcliffe

Lofty ambitions
Standing head and shoulders over the majority of his peers, Jim Sutcliffe speaks with
Marjorie Ngwenya about his life and work at the top of his ﬁeld
As a child, what were your ambitions for
the future?
Playing cricket for South Africa was top of
the list. I always imagined I would travel
the world.
How did you end up on an actuarial
career path?
My father was an insurance broker and
pointed me in this direction. I was awarded
a repayable bursary from an insurance
company to go to university, which I
needed because my father thought
university was a waste of time. In order to
repay it I had to become an actuary.
What has been your proudest career
moment to date?
Spending time with Nelson Mandela. I also
consider becoming CEO of Old Mutual and
acquiring Jackson and Skandia as
significant achievements.
What has been your most memorable
career lesson?
Learning about clients by spending time
with salespeople in Canada.

Jim Sutcliffe is
chairman of The
Board for Actuarial
Standards. His
previous roles
include deputy
chairman of Liberty
International,
chief executive of
Prudential UK and
group CEO of Old
Mutual. Mr Sutcliffe
currently serves as
a non-executive
director of Lonmin,
Sun Life Financial of
Canada and Liberty
Life in South Africa.

interest, or become the chairman of a
public company.

my career success to people who believed in
my ability and supported me along the way.

How did you become appointed as chairman
of the Board for Actuarial Standards having
held senior positions in, primarily, insurance
operations?

If you could revisit your life choices, would
you do anything differently?

What did that experience teach you?
I spent a lot of time on the road and
interacted first hand with key stakeholders.
The experience taught me how to
communicate with
laymen and the
importance of
listening to and
empathising with
customers’ concerns.

» Practise

What is your
philosophy on life?
Give first, take
second.

communicating, get
continual feedback
and prepare hard for
everything. Turn up
— you can’t seize an
opportunity if you are
not there to spot it

How do you measure your success?
By passing milestones, of which there are
an infinite number.
What challenge would you next like to
take up?
I have been exposed to many facets of the
industry. I would like to be involved with
something where I have an ownership
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When I left Old Mutual, I
told head-hunters that I
wanted a role that would
make more of a
contribution to the
industry and society.
Having often complained
about regulators, I
thought I should see if I
could do it any better. It
turns out to be an

interesting role.
What would you say to young, ambitious
actuaries to point them in the right direction
for life in the boardroom?
Practise communicating, get continual
feedback and prepare hard for everything.
Turn up — you can’t seize an opportunity if
you are not there to spot it. I owe much of

I would spend more time with my family
and play more cricket — although the two
might not appear to be compatible! I would
be a bit more humble and pause to think
before my mouth opens.
What would you consider as an
alternative career?
I always fancied being a lawyer; however, I
could never be a doctor as I don’t like
blood. Away from the traditional
professions, though, I relish the idea of
pursuing an outdoors occupation — as a
game ranger or miner.
What is your favourite pastime?
I thoroughly enjoy golf, while I am also
partial to a game of bridge.
You must get asked this all the time… just
how tall are you?!
It’s a secret!

■
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Environment

Health benefits

Breath of fresh air
Yiding Jiang explains how going green can have substantial benefits for world health

Urban land transport

I

Yiding Jiang is a
healthcare actuary
and is currently
reading an MSc in
Health Policy at
London School of
Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine and London
School of Economics

n December 2009, a series of studies
was published in The Lancet examining
the health implications — in both
high and low-income countries
— of strategies to reduce the release of
greenhouse gases, such as methane, CO2 and
NO2. The following is a concise summary
of the studies covering four areas in which
greenhouse gases can be reduced.

Household energy emissions
Household energy use is responsible for
a significant amount of greenhouse gas
emissions in both high and low-income
countries. In the UK, residential buildings
account for just over 25% of the total
emission of CO2. The simple stoves used in
the poorest half of the world’s households
are low in energy efficiency and produce
many health-damaging airborne particles,
which induce acute respiratory infections in
young children and chronic respiratory and
heart diseases in mature adults.
In the UK, a programme that improves
household energy efficiency can reduce
CO2 emissions by one third (encompassing
greater house insulation, better ventilation
and heat recovery, a switch to electric
heating and a reduction in household
central heating of 1˚C). In India, a 10-year
programme to introduce 150 million lowemission cooking stoves may reduce the
burden of respiratory and heart diseases by
one sixth.

24
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Transport accounts for almost a quarter
of all fossil fuel greenhouse gas emissions.
Reducing motor vehicle use by encouraging
more walking and cycling (potentially
through incentive programmes) will
diminish emissions and reduce obesity,
lower the rate of chronic diseases caused by
physical inactivity and lessen the impact of
health-damaging air pollutants. It will also
make the roads safer for pedestrians and
cyclists.
Scenario-testing that includes more
walking and cycling and less vehicle use
in London generates a fall in heart disease
(10-20%), breast cancer (12-13%), dementia
(8%) and depression (5%). Similar results
are generated for Delhi, with reductions in
heart disease and diabetes (10-25% and 617% respectively). Thus, major public health
benefits will depend on the introduction of
policies that combine reduced motor vehicle
use, more walking and cycling and lowcarbon-emission motor vehicles.

Low carbon electricity generation
This study concentrates solely on the health
effects of emitted airborne particles through
electricity generation. One emission-control
scenario consists of full carbon trading and
only 50% of existing targets imposed, with
reduced emissions made wherever it is most
cost-effective to do so. Projections show
that this scenario will lead to reductions
in airborne particle emissions, which will
save an extra 100 life-years per million
population in the EU in one year (6000
life-years for the UK), with results for
China and India multiples higher as these
nations still rely heavily on coal power. The
biggest health improvements would be in
a reduction of cardiopulmonary diseases
followed by lung cancer.

through changes in land-use practices; better
manure management; less dependence
on fossil fuels. However, it is unlikely that
these changes will be sufficient to meet the
target recommended by the Committee
on Climate Change: a 30% reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.
Nevertheless, a 30% reduction in livestock
production and consumption will reduce
heart diseases by around 15% in the UK
and in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The result would
be even better if second-order effects, such
as reduced obesity and diet-related cancers,
were incorporated. It is important to note
that, due to inequality in the availability
of global food provision, only concerted
worldwide policies will generate the desired,
sustained impact.

Discussion points
Climate change not only impacts general
insurance and investments, but also
morbidity, mortality risks and workforce
productivity. Furthermore, as these studies
demonstrated, there can be health benefits
to tackling climate change. These will
translate into lower healthcare costs,
improved productivity and quality of life
and less employee churn. In our capacity
as corporate advisors on issues of employee
benefit, retirement and healthcare,
actuaries should highlight to clients the
importance of tackling climate change
and that concrete actions, such as those
suggested in these studies, can translate
n
into material financial gains.

Food and agriculture
Agriculture and food production account for
10-12% of greenhouse gas emissions, with
livestock farming responsible for 80% of
these emissions. Increasing affluence is set
to push meat consumption even higher.
The study identified four changes to
reduce emissions: greater efficiency in
livestock farming; more carbon capture
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Politics

Campaign promises

Party politics and the profession
David Worsfold assesses the key issues affecting actuaries in the UK general election

T

David Worsfold
is group editorial
services director at
Incisive Media and
secretary to the AllParty Parliamentary
Group on Insurance
and Financial Services

» There is clear water

between the Tories on
the one hand and Labour
and the Liberal Democrats
on the other over what
to do about returning
the state-owned banks
to the private sector

«

PEnsion promises
To read Peter Tompkins’ analysis of the
parties’ pension policies, see page 16.
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he manifestos of the three main
political parties certainly devote
plenty of words to economic and
financial issues but do they actually
say very much of substance? With the
economy and the series of crises that have
rolled around the world’s financial systems
for the last couple of years still very much
at the top of the political agenda it is hardly
surprising that this year the parties have
plenty to say on these topics. All three reach
out for the populist vote with promises
to tackle bonuses in the financial services
sector, most specifically banking, although
all fail to offer a clear definition of where
‘banking’ begins and ends.

Crisis talk
Toughest are the Liberal Democrats who
promise immediate action to severely curtail
cash bonuses, replacing them with mediumterm share options. Labour promises new
powers to the Financial Services Authority
(FSA) to tackle the bonus culture while the
Tories want to create similar powers to be
exercised by the Bank of England.
All three also talk about the need to
impose a levy on the banks to enable
taxpayers to claw back some of the billions
that has been poured into supporting
them. Again, the Liberal Democrats are the
clearest, saying that they will introduce
a levy which will remain in place until
the banking sector is restructured. By
restructured they mean imposing a GlassStegall-like regime in the UK, separating
retail and investment banking.
Labour, on the other hand, has stuck to
its refusal to support a banking levy unless it
is agreed internationally, which now seems
quite likely following the recent proposals
from the International Monetary Fund. The
Tories are somewhere in the middle, saying
they would prefer to move in this direction
through international agreement but will
act unilaterally if necessary.
There is clear water between the Tories
on the one hand and Labour and the Liberal
Democrats on the other over what to do
about returning the state-owned banks to
the private sector.
The Tories plump for a straight
privatisation and talk about a “people’s

bank bonus”, stirring up memories of the
privatisation boom of the 1980s.
Both Labour and the Liberal Democrats
lean towards mutual options, starting
with Northern Rock. First Labour: “As
one option for the disposal of Northern
Rock, we will encourage a mutual solution,
while ensuring that the sale generates
the maximum value for money for the
taxpayer”, says the party’s manifesto.
Labour has a natural affinity with
mutuality through its long association
with the co-operative movement so these
proposals sit very comfortably with them.
In the same section as its comments on the
possible future ownership of Northern Rock,
it also praises building societies although
only rather limply promises to “consult on
measures to help strengthen the sector”.
The Liberal Democrats unequivocally say
they will “seek to turn Northern Rock into
a building society”, adding that as part of
a push to extend mutuality they will “pass
a new Mutuals, Co-operatives and Social
Enterprises Bill to bring the law up to date
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little on the regulatory structures they
would put in place to deliver them.

Taxation

and give responsibility for mutuals to a
specific minister”.

Financial services regulation
The battle lines over the future of regulation
are pretty much mapped out with Labour
backing the current tripartite system with
the addition of a new co-ordinating layer
through the Council for Financial Stability
and extra powers for the Financial Services
Authority. It also pledges to end the
anomaly of consumer credit sitting outside
the current structure by giving the powers
under the Consumer Credit Act to the FSA.
The Tories are also sticking to their
earlier proposals which entail transferring
responsibility for prudential supervision to
the Bank of England, abolishing the FSA and
giving its consumer protection role to a new
Consumer Protection Agency (CPA). The Tory
manifesto also includes some quite detailed
recommendations on store cards which it
says will be implemented by its new CPA.
The Liberal Democrats have a fair few
proposals about new regulations but very
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Rather more high profile in the early stages
of the election campaign have been the
broader economic issues with taxation,
public spending and the need to reduce
the UK’s huge deficit all to the fore, mainly
because all three parties believe they have
strong cards to play on these policies.
Gordon Brown constantly refers to the
need to “secure the recovery” and presents
himself and the chancellor he wanted to
sack, Alistair Darling, as the people to do
that. His argument is that they responded
boldly to the threat of meltdown in 2008,
showing the world the way back from
the financial abyss it was peering over at
the time.
The Conservatives have grabbed a lot of
headlines as well as major endorsements
from business leaders for their attack on
the “tax on jobs” as they have labelled the
proposed 1% rise in National Insurance
contributions next April. Although they still
propose to increase NI by 0.5% they have
made the most of this attack as it puts them
on the strong Tory ground of tax cutting.
For the Liberal Democrats there is their
shadow chancellor Vince Cable who can’t
be faulted for predicting the credit crisis
and for calling for earlier action than the
government took.
Of course, all three equally feel they
have the ammunition to attack each other
on these issues which guarantees they will
remain centre stage all the way to polling
day on 6 May.

Free thinking
Elsewhere, there are some interesting
proposals affecting the financial services
sector dotted around the manifestos. Labour,
for instance, wants to “transform the Post
Office into a People’s Bank offering a full
range of competitive, affordable products.
This will help sustain the network and boost
competition in banking”. The reference
to sustaining the network will raise a
few angry eyebrows in rural areas where
people will wonder why this wasn’t on the
government’s agenda before the widespread

Energy and environment
— key commitments
Labour
n Achieving
40% low-carbon
electricity by 2020
n 400,000 new
green jobs by 2015
n ‘Pay as you
save’ home energy
insulation
n Energy discounts
for pensioners
n Banning
recyclable/
biodegradable
materials from
landfill.
Conservatives
n Aiming towards
‘zero waste’
n Incentives to
recycle
n Encouraging
sustainable water
management

n ‘Green Deal’
for households
n Expansion of
offshore wind and
marine power.
Liberal Democrats
n 20% of energy
and 40% of
electricity from
renewable sources
by 2020
n Toughen limits
on pollution
across Europe
n Guaranteed
fair prices for
energy
consumers
n Roll-out of
smart metering in
five years
n Investment in
public transport to
cut emissions.

closures of rural post offices took effect in
recent years.
The Tories pledge to “launch the first free
national financial advice service, funded
in full through a new social responsibility
levy on the financial services sector”. This
looks to be taking up some of the more
imaginative proposals of the Thoresen
Review which was welcomed by many in
the industry but the talk of a new tax to
fund it will not be so popular.
In the Liberal Democrat manifesto
there are several nods towards a stronger
regional policy and this includes the
financial services sector with a promise
of Local Enterprise Funds and Regional
Stock Exchanges which “will be a route
for businesses to access equity without the
heavy regulatory requirements of a
London listing”.
Finally, we get right down to specifics
with both the Liberal Democrats and
Conservatives pledging to compensate
Equitable Life policyholders. Labour has
n
nothing to say on this.
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Regulation

Professional ethics

Ethics — made to measure
Richard Maconachie reports on a recent Profession conference where Sir Philip Mawer
argued the case for a simplified, self-governing system of ethical standards

O

Richard Maconachie is
head of professional
regulation at the
Actuarial Profession

n 25 February 2010 at Staple Inn,
the UK Inter-Professional Group
and Inter-Disciplinary Ethics
Applied (IDEA) organised a oneday conference, entitled Public trust in the
professions, which examined the ethics in
the Profession.
The conference brought together
representatives of a number of professional
groups to debate and consider:
n The responsibility of professions to work
in the public interest
n The public perception of professions
n Issues of accountability, responsibility,
integrity, communication.
The keynote speaker was Sir Philip Mawer,
chair of the Profession’s own Professional
Regulation Executive Committee, who
made a compelling and well-received speech
that argued that the right of professions
to self-govern was dependent on them
being able to generate and maintain trust
with the general public. The Actuaries’
Code, launched last year, simplified the
previously complex set of ethical standards
that members of the profession were bound
by and is a straightforward code based on
five key principles of integrity, competence
and care, impartiality, compliance and open
communication. The intention behind this
move, as advanced by Sir Philip at the time,
was that a principles-based system would
better enable members to meet the needs of
modern business.
His comments were echoed by Nigel
Masters and Ronnie Bowie who made the
case that individually and collectively, the
profession’s strongest asset is the trust we
have with those we serve. The Code is not
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only a commitment to the standards to
which we expect our members to adhere,
but also a public demonstration that we do
not take this trust for granted.
The idea of trust was the principal
focus of Sir Philip’s speech. Accepting
the perception that public trust in the
professions has eroded over the last 20-30
years, he examined some potential causes:
“The effect of widely publicised failures in
ethical standards or malpractice combined
with widespread cultural changes including
less deference and a greater tendency to
question may be at the root of this.”
From this starting point, Sir Philip
considered the nature of professional
regulation. The Professional Associations
Research Network (PARN) has identified
three types of professional regulation:
1. Entry standards
2. Complaints and discipline
3. CPD and positive support for ethical
behaviour.
The first two are, arguably, the more
traditional methods. The Profession has
long prided itself on having some of the
most rigorous and challenging entrance
examinations.
Once an actuary is confirmed as a fellow
of the Profession, he or she is bound by
disciplinary regulations. Professional
misconduct would be reported and
investigated and those found in breach of
these regulations would be subjected to the
stiffest penalties.
There has, however, been a recent
recognition that regulation by exception is
not enough and it must be accompanied by
proactive regulation. This is where CPD and
positive support for ethical behaviour come
to the fore.
Such thinking, argued Sir Philip, is
reflected in the approach of the Profession:
n We are moving from a rules-based
to a principles-based regime, but find
ourselves wrestling with how and when to
supplement the principles with guidance to
members on specifics.
n We are increasingly seeing the need to
emphasise proactive quality assurance
mechanisms in the work place as a means of
supplementing reactive regulation through
codes and disciplinary schemes.

n We are looking to define the skill-sets or
competencies we expect of actuaries, not
just at the point of entry but throughout
their careers.
n We are increasingly conscious of the
importance of those skill-sets that include
managerial and presentational skills and
are about aspects of professionalism in its
widest sense.
n We are considering moving from inputsbased to outputs-based CPD and, as part of
this process, are acutely aware of the need to
improve the range and quality of the CPD
we offer in professionalism and other skills.
n We are very much aware of the
importance of the working environment to
the professional development of actuaries
and, while we have traditionally regulated
our members as individuals, we are
increasingly looking to work closely with
firms in advancing our regulatory agenda.
The pillars of professional regulation must
be seen within the wider context of the
culture and ethos of a profession. It is the
culture of a profession that gives the three
pillars their foundation, so training and CPD
must not only be about the learning of skills
but of the understanding of the culture and
the values of that profession too.
Although trust in the professions
may be weaker than it was, Sir Philip
maintained that those in the professions
had to work hard to maintain and rebuild
it through their own ethical behaviour
and by reminding government, media
and the general public of the undoubted
contributions the professions make to
n
British civil society.
The full text of Sir Philip’s speech can be read at www.
actuaries.org.uk/regulation/Mawer_Public_trust_
20100225.pdf
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The role of ethics
Professor Chris Megone and Jim Baxter take a look at the role of ethics in the professions

Professor Chris Megone (left) is director and
Jim Baxter is development officer at InterDisciplinary Ethics Applied (IDEA), a Centre
for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL)
based at the University of Leeds

T

he last 10-20 years have seen a
rise in the profile of ethics in the
professions. There have been a
number of contributing factors.
Many of these have been negative, including
the current financial crisis and economic
downturn, perceived to have been caused
or exacerbated to some extent by unethical
practice in banking and financial services,
and the role of professional accountants
in the Enron and WorldCom scandals. A
longer-term trend of moving away from
implicit trust in
medical professionals
towards greater
scrutiny and patient
autonomy has also
fed into the public’s
view of professionals
in general.
In some parts of
academic literature, and elsewhere, these
factors have motivated a general attack
on professions, with some commentators
identifying a ‘crisis of integrity’ among
professionals, and questioning the
assumptions of professionalism, such as
the desirability of self-regulation and the
right of professional institutions to regulate
access to specialised knowledge. The general
trend has been one of greater scrutiny
of professionals by the public, and an
accompanying erosion of trust.
In response, professional bodies have,
in many cases, opted to defend the ethics
of their professions. This has involved
making the case for a degree of professional
autonomy, and for the role of values as

well as rules and legislation in ensuring
ethical behaviour. It has also led to an
increase in attempts to define and articulate
professional values, and to train and educate
professionals in ethical awareness and
reasoning.
As well as professional bodies, employing
organisations have also been taking a more
active interest in ethics. Again this is partly
due to high-profile ethical failures such as
those already discussed, as well as increased
public scrutiny of organisational practices,
as exemplified in the environmental and fair
trade movements.
Finally, individual professionals are
beginning to see the benefit of thinking
properly about ethics. Today’s professional
faces pressures from employers, clients and
professional bodies, which often conflict
and may lead to ethical insecurity, especially
in cultural contexts that are not conducive
to discussion in ethical terms. In addition to
this, many professionals currently working
will have received little or no ethics teaching
in the course of their education (although
this, too, is beginning to change).
As well as these negative factors, there are
strong positive reasons
for professional
bodies, employers
and individuals to
want to engage with
ethics. Professional
bodies can develop a
stronger identity and
a richer membership
experience. Organisations enjoy
reputational benefits, and the ability to
attract, retain and motivate high-quality
employees. Business writers, such as James
C. Collins, have written extensively about
the long-term business benefits of having a
clearly defined and well-understood set of
organisational values or principles that are
properly built into the organisation at all
levels. Individuals can gain the confidence
to make informed, reasoned judgments and
gain a richer understanding of their roles as
professionals.
The IDEA CETL’s activities are informed
by the view that the discussion at all levels
can be usefully informed by resources from
academic ethics. Professional bodies can

» Some commentators

identify a ‘crisis of
integrity’ among
professionals, and
question the assumptions
of professionalism
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be helped to maximise the impact of their
codes of conduct, published materials and
training programmes, employers can be
helped to develop an ethical culture based
on properly understood, shared values,
and individuals can be given the skills and
experience to recognise potential ethical
issues as they arise, to properly consider the
implications underlying these issues, and to
articulate and defend a reasoned response.
To achieve this, the CETL uses an interdisciplinary approach, using materials based
on real events where possible and strongly
informed by the input of professional
practitioners, to draw out and explore
ethical issues in a contextualised way.
You can find out more about the
Actuaries’ Code at the Profession’s website
at www.actuaries.org.uk/regulation/conduct_
discipline/actuaries_code. The website also has
an online test where you can check how up
to date you are with the Code. It shouldn’t
take any more than around 10 minutes to
do and is fun and informative.
The Profession hosts a variety of
conferences and training events which look
at professionalism and professional ethics.
More information can be found at www.
n
actuaries.org.uk/media_centre/ap_events
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Solvency II

Pension solvency

Market-inconsistent?
Niraj Shah and Thomas Quirke consider the issue of pension scheme deficits
in relation to Solvency II capital

Niraj Shah (left) and Thomas Quirke are both
actuaries working for Groupama Insurances

I

n its letter to Alistair Darling (Financial
Times 1 September 2009) the Association
of British Insurers warned that Solvency
II’s ‘extreme’ proposals represented a
threat “to the industry, to its customers and
even to financial stability”.
They cautioned that the impact of the
proposals would be to increase capital and
reserve requirements of British insurers by a
staggering £30bn, and that “this huge overcapitalisation will mean investment returns
in insurance will fall, companies will exit
the market, prices will rise, cover will reduce
and innovation will lessen”.
Industry lobbying has concentrated on
capital requirements and the valuation of
technical provisions. However, it is our belief
that there is an area which offers potentially
significant and, importantly, justified
improvements in firms’ capital positions.
This is that age-old headache of many UK
companies — the deficit in their defined
benefit pension fund (DBPF).
The total accounting deficit in UK private
sector pension schemes registered £189bn
(Source: Pension Capital Strategies) at the end
of March 2010. Solvency II valuation rules
require the full value of DBPF deficits to be
included in the assessment of available capital
resources. Proposed revisions to the IAS19
accounting standards will increase the size of
firms’ reported deficits, thus having a further
detrimental effect on capital resources. Our
opinion is that, as a long-term commitment
that does not require immediate funding, the
deficit should be ignored when determining
available capital for solvency purposes.
This assertion may be contentious but we
believe that there are several good reasons for
this position to be taken.
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What happens to our pensions if the
sponsor goes bankrupt?
As an unsecured creditor, pension liabilities
rank lower than policyholders and secured
creditors. The Insurers (Reorganisation and
Winding Up) Regulations 2004 state that:
“The debts of the insurer must be paid in the
following order of priority:
(a) Preferential debts
(b) Insurance debts
(c) All other debts.”
In the case of insolvency, any capital tied
up in the pension deficit would first be used
to make payments to policyholders. Since
the capital adequacy regime is designed for
the protection of policyholders, the fact that
this capital is available to meet their claims
suggests that it should be included in the
available solvency capital. This is consistent
with the deficit being ignored.

When is an insolvent or solvent
company potentially the opposite?
Let us now consider an example of Company
X, with a deficit in its DBPF (see Figure 1).
Under Solvency II rules, Company X is
currently solvent with net assets of £275m,
exceeding the capital requirement of £200m.
Suppose, all else being constant, Company
X’s pension liability is recalculated as £200m.
In this case, Company X may be considered
‘insolvent’. However, if the DBPF deficit is
ignored, there are more than sufficient assets
to meet all other liabilities and the regulatory
capital requirement. Is it fair that Company X
is considered ‘insolvent’ under this scenario?
Company X’s core business is to write
insurance contracts, and there is no evidence
to suggest that it has been unsuccessful at
doing so.

Given the situation above, would
employees and regulators want Company
X to reduce its operations or even close
to new business and enter run-off? For
employees, this would lead to an eventual
loss of employment and the likelihood that
their pension promises would not be met
(at least not in full). Rational employees
would want Company X to continue as
a going concern with the hope that the
pension deficit would be met in the future via
additional contributions as and when they
are affordable.
In February 2009, The Pensions Regulator
stated: “Where the sponsor company is under
pressure there is potential to renegotiate
previously agreed plans to repair pension
deficits. There is no reason why a pension
scheme deficit should push an otherwise
viable employer into insolvency.”
This appears to suggest that, for solvency
purposes, the available capital for Company
X would be the difference between assets
and liabilities excluding the pension liability.
Employees and trustees are indicating that the
deficit does not need to have assets set aside
to cover it immediately.
Conversely, suppose Company X had a
DBPF surplus and that available resources
exceeded capital requirements with the
inclusion of the surplus, but not without.
This would provide a false sense of security
to stakeholders under the proposed Solvency
II valuation. However, this surplus would
not normally be accessible for policyholder
protection.
There are several examples of companies
whose pension deficits render them insolvent,
but are still allowed to operate as going
concerns. The most notorious example is
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that of the UK’s flagship carrier airline, British
Airways (BA).

What is a market-consistent treatment
of pension deficits?
In Figure 2, if the pension deficits of BA’s two
pension schemes had been recognised, then
the firm would no longer have positive net
assets. Press reports in Q4 2009 suggested
that the pension deficit could be higher than
£3bn. Under Solvency II-type rules, BA would
be ‘insolvent’ to the tune of over £1bn. If BA
were forced to fill its £3bn+ pension deficit
over the next 5-10 years, then there would be
little or no surplus cash left to pay dividends.
‘Fundamental’ share price valuation
considers the net asset value per share, and
the present value of future dividends. Given
BA’s situation above, the current share price
which hovers around £2 appears inconsistent
with fundamentals. In fact, it appears
consistent with the exclusion of the
pension deficit.
The arguments above appear to suggest
that investors, auditors, regulators, and
employees appear to make an assessment
of the state of the company with the
deficit ignored. Since these stakeholders
are constituents of the market and the
share price itself is inconsistent with the
deficit’s inclusion, we can consider this to
be market-consistent practice. If this is the
case, shouldn’t this approach be reflected
in Solvency II, where market-consistent
valuation is an overriding principle?

therefore materialise whereby a solvent
company recalculates its DBPF and, as a
result, is suddenly insolvent (for example,
Company X).
The deficit has a considerable effect on an
insurer’s financial position but is inherently
difficult to manage — the valuation and
the assumptions affecting it are outside the
control of the normal business operations of
an insurance company. If managers are forced
to devote considerable resource to managing
the deficit in their pension fund, it is likely
to be at the expense of other capital and
risk management, which is not in the best
interests of policyholders. Focus should be on
protecting policyholders, not the potential
‘insolvency’ caused by having an out-ofcontrol pension deficit. The best way to
ensure that this is the case is to recognise that,
given its long-term nature, the deficit does
not need immediate attention, and hence
eliminate it from the solvency balance sheet.

What is the FSA’s view?
The latest annual report (31 March 2009)

Figure 1 — Company X
before and after pension
fund solvency recalculated
Current
(£m)

After pension
recalculated
(£m)

Reinsurance

150

150

Investments

1000

1000

200

200

Assets

Cash
Other assets

150

150

Total assets

1500

1500

Liabilities
Insurance
liabilities

1050

1050

Employee
benefits

100

200

Other liabilities

75

75

Total liabilities

1225

1325

Can a recalculated deficit make an
insurer insolvent overnight?

Available capital
(net assets)

275

175

Valuation of DBPF funding levels is subject
to considerable volatility. A situation could

Solvency capital
requirement

200

200
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of the Financial Services Authority (FSA)
shows liabilities exceeding assets by £123m,
of which £89m is its DBPF deficit. It states:
“…Our financial statements have been
prepared on a going concern basis. Excluding
the pensions deficit measured on an IAS19
basis, we had a net deficit of £34.2m…”
The fact that the FSA disregarded
the pension deficit when justifying its
consideration as a going concern appears to
suggest that the deficit is being ignored in
the demonstration of immediate or shortterm solvency.

Conclusion — how should pensions be
treated by a market-consistent regime?
Our arguments illustrate that the current
treatment of pension deficits does not
appear to be market-consistent. Various
market participants, including shareholders,
employees, policyholders and the regulator,
do not regard the deficit in DBPFs as an
immediate liability. Furthermore, including
the liability in the solvency balance sheet
is disadvantageous for policyholders. The
volatility it will produce will lead to greater
uncertainty, while CEOs and risk managers
will be forced to focus on managing the
pension liability at the expense of other areas
of risk and capital management. Why then,
does Solvency II, a market-consistent regime
aimed at increasing policyholder protection,
n
take a conflicting approach?

Figure 2 — Simplified
BA balance sheet
(30/09/2009)
£m
Total non-current assets

8090

Total current assets

2354

Total assets
Total non-current liabilities

10 444
4652

Total current liabilities

3631

Total liabilities

8283

Total shareholder equity*
Pension deficit not recognised**

2161
(3018)

* Includes non-controlling interest
** Actuarial gains and losses not
recognised
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Pensions

Investment strategy

Investing for the future
John Harsant and David Ravenscroft look at the investment issues faced by
pension scheme trustees

John Harsant (above left) founded Harsant
Pensions and, although retired, remains active
as a pension scheme trustee. David Ravenscroft
is a fellow of the Securities Institute and a
member of the Smith & Williamson Asset
Allocation and Model Portfolio Committees

O

ne of the most important aspects
of a pension trustee’s role is to
remember the timescale on which
a pension fund operates. It is
easy to lose sight of this when investment
performance is measured from one quarter
to another. In hand with this is the principle
of matching assets with liabilities. A fund
with heavy cashflow requirements is clearly
at risk from volatility first and foremost,
while on a longer timescale the threat is
from inflation. The obvious conclusion is
that, in the former case, nominal assets like
bonds are more appropriate, whereas in the
latter the task is to secure a rising income.
This is hardly controversial; the
difficulty is that, in most cases, some kind
of compromise is required between the
two approaches. Investment managers
tend to treat asset allocation as a question
of forecasting economic conditions, but
we think trustees should concentrate on
cashflow. The important thing is to cover
the income requirements of the fund with
a reasonable degree of certainty. If that
foundation is in place then it becomes a lot
easier to allocate money to risk assets, taking
a long view on their performance.
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It follows that trustees should take a
close interest in the quality of income, not
just the quantity. It is always a good idea to
question fund managers about the cover on
dividends and the asset backing for bonds;
the answers should be immediately to hand.
The past two years have shown how fragile
these assumptions can be, so it is important
to understand the justification for asset
yields and whether it is warranted by the
risk. The case for equities rests on the rising
income that they generate and nothing
undermines it like a dividend cut.

Asset allocation
The main decision in asset allocation may
be the split between real and nominal assets,
but many others follow. It is customary to
divide an equity portfolio between different
regions, with sector exposure based on
each respective index. This approach has its
critics, however, and some managers prefer
to invest globally. Why buy a second-rate
company because it happens to be in a
given market, when you can buy a better
one somewhere else? It is worth considering
the pros and cons.
We are all familiar with globalisation
— clearly, the world economy has become
more integrated and in some cases
geographical distinctions have long since
fallen away. There is not much point
looking at, say, an oil major in the context
of where the head office happens to be.
However, regional trends persist and it is
logical to want more exposure to where
growth is expected to be stronger. It is
important to have a top-down view and to
understand the underlying geographical
exposures of the portfolio.
When splitting a fund there is a risk of
duplication, as managers often follow the
same themes and have a tendency to hold
large index constituents by default. Both
points work in favour of a single, global
approach, but they raise a further question:
does the manager have enough resources to
provide that service? Few individuals have
shown that they can ‘do the world’, so one
is relying more on a process. We think the
two approaches can both be made to work,
but when different managers are in charge
of separate pots of money, it is incumbent

upon trustees to make sure that they talk to
one another and take a view of the whole.
Then there is the question of active
and passive management. The theory
of efficient markets is under something
of a cloud with all the volatility of late,
which makes the aim of outperforming a
benchmark all the more seductive. There
has never been a year like 2008 for active
managers, when holding cash was all that
was needed to outperform. The challenge
is to pick the good ones and, alas, there is
no obvious method. Our opinion is that
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Monitoring performance
You are then faced with the task of
selecting and monitoring managers. In
the case of passive funds this seems simple
enough, as there are only two criteria
— cost and security — and headline fees are
easy to compare. Trustees should, though,
be aware of the various indirect charges,
such as stock lending and commissions on
dealing. The more complicated a product,
the easier these are to add on, but even the
innocuous tracker fund is not immune to
such practices.
The next point is security. There is a
fundamental distinction between owning
assets and owning rights to assets, and by
extension between funds that hold shares
and those that replicate their performance
by means of derivative contracts, with all
the contingent risks that this entails. You
can easily guess which offers more scope
for creative charging practices and more
temptation to mask their effects by taking
unseen bets. The moral is simplicity and
transparency.
There is a case for diversifying and for
using specialist managers, although this will
be influenced by the size of the fund. Large
funds are often split as a matter of course,
but the decision is less straightforward
for smaller ones. Trustees must consider
what they are trying to achieve; there is a
rationale for using specialists in different
regions, or with a contrasting approach,
but it does not necessarily add much
diversification to have two different
managers doing the
same thing.
With charges, you
get what you pay for.
A business model that
is commission-driven
will do just that. The
important thing is
to have transparency
and to be aware that
incentive structures
can influence
decisions. Consider performance fees:
as long as the relationship implies only
potential gains and never losses for the
manager, then their interests will not be
aligned strictly with the client and capital

preservation may not be at the forefront
of their thoughts. On the other hand, fees
simply related to the size of funds under
management may breed complacency.
Trustees will want to satisfy themselves
that their investments are secure. Nominee
companies are independent entities and
you should naturally establish that assets
are held in such a structure and not at risk
of contagion from a parent. Generally, cash
is at greater risk than quoted investments,
but it is worth enquiring about the practice
of stock lending that proved disastrous for
counterparties of Lehman Brothers. All firms
stress their risk controls, but procedures
are only effective if they are actually
implemented and this has a lot to do with
corporate culture. We are firm believers that
the tone is set from the top and there is no
substitute for actually meeting people and
forming your own judgment. Institutions
can have short memories: the margin calls
that brought Lehman and AIG to their knees
differed little to the fixed annuity rates that
did for Equitable Life, or the guaranteed
surrender values of the early 1970s. One
should always question returns and, when
conditions change, policies should change
with them.
This leads to the final consideration
— reporting. In recent years there have
been ever-greater volumes of performance
analysis, but you can have too much when
the period under review is a short one. The
significant figures are the annual ones and
it is hard to judge performance over less
than three years, a
reasonable length of
time for a decision
to be proved right
or otherwise. It does
no harm to make
this clear from the
start if you want a
manager to back their
judgment. Trustees
seldom realise that
their attitude towards
the investment manager can make or
break their performance. It is vital that the
manager has confidence in the trustees, that
they will not criticise every mistake, and
n
they will back his/her judgment.

» Income growth

income growth should be the overriding
theme for trustees, and it is perhaps the
most significant flaw of the index-tracking
approach that it does not take any account
of it. The London market in particular
has played host to a series of surprising
newcomers, from technology stocks to
Khazak mines, which do not always sit
easily in a fund that requires a reliable
income; nor can you overlook the historic
preponderance of the financial sector. In a
tracker fund, you have to put up with what
you get.
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should be the overriding
theme for trustees, and
it is perhaps the most
significant flaw of the
index-tracking approach
that it does not take
any account of it
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Puzzles

Coffee break

May prize puzzle

Biblia panagrammatica

In all cases, an anagram of the answer (forming a single valid word)
should be entered into the grid. Where (if) a clue is referred to in
another clue, reference is made to the answer to the clue rather than
to the anagram.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

17
19

15

16

18

20

21

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

33

32

34

One additional bit of help: all 26 letters of the alphabet appear at
least once in the completed grid.
For your chance to win a £50 Amazon voucher, please send your
answers to puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk by 17 May.

Across
1. Dolly starts over near container (6)
5. Left seating for clerical error (5)
9. Possesses a chaste heart (3)
10. Key to first in statistics? (9)
11. Indulge with a girl each (6)
14. Used for moving about courts (5)
17. Most of royal family (3)
19. A rolling stone? (6)
21. Old and new Europeans said 6 is discriminatory (6)
23. Extract metal from this coin (3)
24. Approaches should start behind noble gases (5)
27. On the record, theatre direction is useless (6, 2 words)
31. An accountant does this to death (9)
32. She could be in reverse (3)
33. Scantily clad model’s pretentious and showy (5)
34. Officer’s in the drink — smashing (6)
Down
2. Time in the middle’s a bit of a grind (5)
3. Choral work after start of month is offensive (5)
4. Singer lost end of furniture (4)
5. Start swigging alcohol and start some canoodling (5)
6. Physicist named metal after French town (5)
7. Goes at the front of cues (5)
8. Comedy troupe shakes around — class! (6)
12. Tasty fish — first boiling point is in butter (5)
13. Smelling off, in sleep I roll back (4)
15. Completely, yes? A bit (5)
16. Brown starts to annoy nation (3)
18. Sounds like the top dog (4)
20. Pallid and starting to fade (3)
22. Bronze birds produce bile (6)
24. Free up weightless instrument (5)
25. Cream soda moves the milk (5)
26. Worship even odd, evil ﬂy (5)
28. Warms up before running final (5)
29. Inside coven, a lad can easily be corrupted (5)
30. Detected paper round the foreign material (4)

Terms and conditions
The prize will be awarded for the most complete entry received before the closing date. In the event of a tie the winner will be picked at random.
The winner’s name will be announced in the next edition. Please note that the puzzles editor’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered
into. We reserve the right to feature the winner’s name and a photo (if supplied) in The Actuary. Your details will not be passed to any third party in
connection with this draw.

Puzzle 452

Clockwatching

1) I have a clock where the hands move smoothly and
continuously over time (rather than by discrete ticks from
second to second), but is otherwise normal. Over the course of
a 24-hour day, how many times are two of the hands at right
angles to each other?
2) I have another clock that moves like the first, but its timing
mechanism is faulty. The minute hand loses two minutes per
hour but the hour hand is fast, taking only 55 minutes to move
between adjacent numbers. The second hand works just fine.
I reset the clock at midnight on 1 May: when does it next
correctly show midnight?
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Puzzle 453

Taking some stick

Take a long, thin, straight stick and cut it into three pieces at
random (so that each break is uniformly and independently
distributed along the length of the stick). What is the probability
that the three pieces can form a triangle (on ﬂat ground)?
What if you break the stick into N pieces — what is the probability
you can form an N-sided shape with the pieces?

More puzzles online
To access the puzzles archive or to play daily interactive
Sudoku, visit www.the-actuary.org.uk/puzzles.
The puzzles editor is pleased to receive ideas for new
puzzles from readers at puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk
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Bridge
The bridge column is aimed at improvers rather than
established players — a useful guide for beginners can be

Bridge challenge 4

found at www.ebu.co.uk/education/learning/default.htm.
Please send any comments you have to Tom Bratcher at
puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk

Double jeopardy

When the opponents open with a pre-emptive bid, you should
try to compete if at all possible. On the hands shown, Partner
has doubled the pre-emptive bid of 3♦ from your left-hand
opponent, primarily for take-out. This shows at least an opening
hand with shortage in the suit bid. Right-hand opponent passes.
Have a look at the following four hands. To help you, I can tell
you that you should bid 3NT with one of these hands. Which
one, and what would you bid with the others?

1
2
3

♠
K1075
875
K75

♥
1097
J32
J32

4

K1075 J1097

♦
2
KQ105
A85

♣
KJ432
A64
AJ109

A

QJ32

Your bid

Solutions for April 2010
April prize puzzle solution

Titanic triangles

April prize winner
Congratulations to this month’s winner, Stuart Bell, who wins
a £50 Amazon voucher.

To find A and B:
n Say A = N(N+1)/2 and B = N’(N’+1)/2 = N(N+1).
n Therefore N’/N is approximately the square root of 2.
n After a little experimentation we can find suitable values of N
and N’, and for A and B, using the famous sequence converging on
the square root of two:
(1/1)
(3/2) (ie. (1+2*1) / (1+1) )
(7/5) (ie. (3+2*2) / (3+2) )
(17/12)
(41/29)…
…and taking the product of successive numerators and
denominators — for example, 3*2*7*5 = 210 (the 20th triangular
number) and 210/2 =105 (the 14th triangular number).
n Following this method gives a series of increasingly large
candidate values for A and B — and a tractable way of calculating
them.
n We can stop when A is large enough. In fact, the answer is:
A = 381,439,991,214,175,286,777,629,973,910
(ie. N = 873,430,010,034,204)
B = 762,879,982,428,350,573,555,259,947,820
(ie. N’ = 1,235,216,565,974,040).

To find C and D:
n Say C = M(M+1)/2 and D = M’(M’+1)/2
n Therefore M/M’ is approximately the square root of 3.
n We can derive a similar sequence converging to the square root
of 3:
(1/1)
(2/1) (ie. (1+3*1) / (1+1) )
(5/3) (ie. (2+3*1) / (2+1) )
(7/4)
(19/11)…
…and, similar to the above, 5*3*7*4 = 210 (again!),
and 210*3 = 630 — the 35th triangular number.
n Following this method gives a series of increasingly large
candidate values for C and D. In fact, the answer is:
C = 128,558,275,058,673,901,782,337,929,705
(ie. M = 507,066,613,096,689)
D = 42,852,758,352,891,300,594,112,643,235
(ie. M’ = 292,755,045,568,445).

Puzzle 449 solution

Puzzle 451 solution

Family fortunes

Each family member has a fortune in £m equal to the number
of places in the alphabet between the last and first letters of
their name — for example, William is worth (23-13) = £10
million. Therefore the richest member of the Royal Family is, in
fact, Zara!

Puzzle 450 solution

One at a time, please

The puzzles editor’s best efforts were as follows:
(a) Transplants, (e) Strengthlessness, (i) Diminishings,
(o) Cryptozoology (the search for animals that are generally
considered to be legendary or otherwise non-existent eg. the
Loch Ness monster) and (u) Musculus (the medical name for
a muscle).
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Domino effect

There are 134 such colourings.

Bridge challenge solution 3

Entry level

This is all about entries — not for finessing but for a discard.
You need to use the J♠ to discard one of your minor suit
losers. Win the opening lead in hand and play A♠ followed by
Q♠. This will lose to the K♠. However, win any return, play a
diamond to the K (or win if a diamond was led) and discard a
loser on J♠. Provided the spades break no worse than 5-3, the
contract is guaranteed. Mathematically, this is a better option
than attempting any of the finesses. If it does succeed, you
can now take a heart finesse for a possible overtrick. Note how
important it is to preserve your K♦ until you are ready to use it.
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Student page

studentpage@the-actuary.org.uk

Exam approaches

Guest editor Tendai Gotora sees links between his favourite sport and study

A golfing examination

H

aving passed the last sitting and
making two top-five finishes in
golf tournaments in the same
month (including, to my delight,
a first-place finish), I thought I would share
some of the striking resemblances I have
noticed between golf and actuarial exams.
Tendai Gotora is a junior consultant in the
life insurance department at African Actuarial
Consultants

Golf

Actuarial exams

1. Long course. For a complete game, you
have to play all 18 holes.

1. To attain fellowship, students have to
complete 15 exams. The model student will
sit for just 15; most of us will take at least 20
sittings.

2. You are your only competitor. Play the
course to your strengths. No matter how
well or badly your opponent plays, it all
comes down to how you play the course.

2. Know your strengths, and study to
your ability. Never mind background
— the profession has a diverse student base:
engineers, social scientists, mathematicians
— and we are all winners!

3. Different clubs for different shots and
situations: driver for the long game, irons
and wedges for the short game and the
putter for finishing.

3. There are different study techniques for
tackling exams. To successfully attempt exams,
students have to be aware of the mental
transition of moving from the technical stage
to applications stage.

4. The hole never comes to the ball; it’s
the ball that always attacks the hole.

4. Dreaming of qualifying as an actuary is
not enough. You have to be determined to
successfully take all the exams.

5. It’s not how you drive, it’s how you
arrive. The game is won and lost on the
putting green.

5. The real challenge begins when you
complete the exams and qualify, no matter
how long (or short) it takes.

6. Practising on the range makes perfect,
but playing on the course where there are
high stakes makes the champion!

6. Doing lots of past exam questions under
exam conditions improves your chances of
passing the actual exam. Mind over matter
— once the mind believes the experience is
real then it is!

7. Have you ever tried explaining how
exciting the game is to an outsider?

7. Communication, communication,
communication.

8. As difficult as it is, play each hole
independently of the previous result. Take
note of the lessons learnt and move on.

8. Take each exam sitting as if it were your
first. If you are like me, then ‘do it afraid’ and
don’t leave anything to chance.

9. Play to win, but remember to have fun
9. When studying, try to maintain your
while you’re at it. If you’re going to be on
enthusiasm. Enjoy the study process, and
the course for three or so hours, you might always write the exam to pass.
as well enjoy yourself.

Walked this path before?
Have you spotted similarities between
actuarial exams and other walks of life?
If so, let us know at studentpage@
the-actuary.org.uk
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10. After all the bushwhacking, there is
always the 19th hole (bar) to look forward
to! Win or lose, the experience is good for
you. And if you didn’t make it past
the juniors’ tee box, then pay up for
the guzzler!

10. Always make it a point to celebrate after
taking the exam. Celebrate again after passing
the exam. Even if you fail, the experience of
just taking the exam will put you in a better
position for the next attempt… and the next!
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Actuary of the future
Nicole Tooze
Employer and
area of work
Barnett
Waddingham
— Pensions
Consultancy.

Date entered Profession
October 2009.

Describe yourself in three words
Blonde.

What’s your best attribute?
My iPhone.

And your worst habit?
Procrastination — it’s amazing how long it
can take to answer 10 questions…

What is most likely to irritate you
about others?
When people suddenly stop after they get
off a bus or an escalator.

Best piece of advice you have ever
been given?
When I was little and had just started
wearing glasses, I was playing on a bouncy
castle when another girl came up to me
and cruelly told me that I wasn’t allowed
on because I was wearing glasses. I ran to
my mum, very upset, and — desperate
to console me — she said: “Don’t worry
Nicole, people who wear glasses are good
at maths!”

What is your greatest extravagance?
Travelling — I haven’t done any for a
while but I’m still paying off my debt to
my parents.

Is the glass half full or half empty?

AOTF/Book review

People/Comment

Book review
Trevor Maynard reviews
Solar by Ian McEwan
Solar is the most recent work of fiction by
Ian McEwan, the Booker Prize-winning
author of Atonement and On Chesil Beach,
among others.
The book starts in the year 2000 when
we first meet the UK physicist, Michael
Beard, once a celebrated genius and
awarded the Nobel Prize for his work on
light, now going through his fifth divorce
at the age of 53 after a string of loveless
marriages. He discovers his wife is having
an affair with their builder, Mr Tarpin, a
violent man.
Like many academic dignitaries, Beard
sits at the head of a research establishment
— in his case, a renewable energy centre
in the UK. Tom Aldous, one of Beard’s
scientists, believes he has unlocked the
detailed mechanism of photosynthesis and
tries to convince Beard of its commercial
potential. After a trip to the Arctic, Beard
returns home early to find Aldous in
his house, wearing his dressing gown,
clearly having an affair with his wife.
An argument ensues and Aldous trips
over, bangs his head and dies. Rather
than call the police, Beard covers his
tracks and pretends to know nothing; the
police suspect foul play and, due to his
past violence and other circumstantial
evidence, Tarpin is found guilty of murder.
Beard, guilt-free it seems, takes Aldous’s
research into solar energy, patents it and
sets out to get rich.
The remainder of the book follows
the fortunes of the intensely dislikeable
Beard. By 2005, he regularly speaks on the
subject of climate change and one speech,
to pension fund managers, is described in
detail. He explains how economic growth
has been created by the use of fossil fuels,
how the peak of oil extraction will soon

be reached and how the science of climate
change is solid: “We know the Earth is
warming and we know why”. The fund
managers, full of their own pomposity, are
incapable, it seems, of being convinced.
By 2009, he has a three-year-old
daughter by his new girlfriend. His
company has created highly efficient solar
panels and is about to unveil them, to
grand fanfare, in the US. But all does not
go his way: Tarpin, recently released from
prison, smashes the panels, the theft of
Aldous’s work has been discovered and
injured parties are going to sue, and Beard
has discovered a tumour, which — in a
clear metaphor for climate change denial
— he ignores.
I can’t decide whether I liked the book;
it is unpleasant to see a scientist painted as
a greedy villain but McEwan does at least
stick to climate change facts. For example,
at one point Beard, trying to convince
a nervous investor who has heard the
world is cooling not warming, lists all the
undeniable impacts that the world has
already seen, finishing his explanation
with: “It’s a catastrophe. Relax!”
Trevor Maynard is manager of emerging
risks at Lloyd’s.

Depends whose round it is!

What is the greatest risk you have
ever taken?
Jumping out of a plane with an already
broken foot and a Kiwi man strapped to
my back.

WHO WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SEE FEATURED HERE?
If you would like to nominate someone
for Actuary of the Future, please e-mail
AOTF@the-actuary.org.uk
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READER OFFER
Order The British Insurance Industry Since 1900 by RL Carter
and P Falush, published by Palgrave Macmillan, and get
50% off the RRP (£65). To take advantage of the special
discounted price of £32.50* plus packing and postage, visit
www.palgrave.com/insurance and enter WINSURE2010 at
the checkout.
*Discounted price only available to readers of The Actuary until 1 July 2010.
This offer is not available to trade or library customers, and is only available to
customers in the UK and Europe. A recent review of the book can be found at
www.the-actuary.org.uk/870103
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Arts

arts@the-actuary.org.uk

Matt & Finn

Unsung heroes

This month Finn applauds the virtues of a great secretary

As you rise through the ranks of the
actuarial world, your bonus may not rise as
fast as you’d like but your reliance on a good
secretary certainly does. I’ve been blessed
with great secretaries throughout my career;
without them my working life would be
considerably more stressful. I imagine the
further up the food chain you get, the more
this holds true.
I have very little time for client and
personal administration — both in the
temporal sense and in terms of level of
interest. Nothing fills my world with dread
like the word compliance. So I salute any
secretary who can both answer accurately
and does not seem phased by inane
questions such as “Can you get me a client
code for…”, “Can you print out all the
reports in the X drive?”.
Making the best use of a secretary
also develops over time. The more client
presentations you scrawl all over in
illegible handwriting, the more they
develop the knack of understanding your
hieroglyphics.

These are but two tasks that make
a secretary invaluable. Other obvious
tasks include organising meeting packs,
organising your diary, PDFing, printing,
and so on. However, it is the combination
of freeing your time and the softer benefits
that make a secretary priceless.
While the world becomes ever more
globalised, some cultural quirks will always
remain. There are a few things that, for me,
are necessary to get through the working
day. Tea is most certainly one of them. Every
morning, after battling through the hordes,
it is immensely satisfying to sit down at
your desk and, as you are organising what
you are going to do for the day, have your
secretary say: “Come on then, let’s go and
grab a proper tea.”
Secretaries can often provide that other
missing ingredient of an actuarial office
— good banter. Sarcasm and self-deprecation
are the cornerstones of English wit, and a
secretary that helps facilitate that is very
useful. Over the years I’ve realised sarcasm
in front of your boss is perhaps not the

best strategy to becoming “the next bright
young thing” and work by its very nature
is a serious place. Jokes with your secretary
are an ideal mechanism for unloading
your stored-up banter. This is even more
enjoyable if the aforementioned secretary is
also funny.
A final but unexpected benefit is that
a good secretary can act as a font of
knowledge to rival the internet. I’d wager
we all spend too much time at work, which
results in me needing to organise parts of
my personal life at work. A good secretary
can be an invaluable source of knowledge
for many a non-work related task with
the uncanny knack of having the answer
immediately to hand.
So I salute my current secretary and the
ranks of unsung heroes in our offices.

Snaps with GAAPS 2010
In February, inspired by its light-hearted
blog, TravelGaaps.com, The Actuary
teamed up with GAAPS to launch a
photography competition under the theme
of ‘international ﬁnance’. The entries have
been winging their way to us from different
corners of the globe and much debate has
ensued as to who should scoop the prizes.
Many congratulations therefore to Bruno
Monteiro da Silva whose tarnished Banks
image seemed a ﬁtting statement on recent
times. Bruno wins a private tour of Venice
and the Peggy Guggenheim Collection
provided by the GAAPS Group.
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Congratulations also
go to our runners-up,
Michael Abramson,
Rosalind Roussouw
and Jim Buchan who
each receive a bottle
of champagne for their
commendable efforts.
Thanks to all those who participated. Be sure to
look out for similar competitions in the future.

OVER TO YOU
Matt and Finn welcome your comments
and contributions. Please e-mail
arts@the-actuary.org.uk

Winner: Bruno
Monteiro da Silva
(Banks) (left).
Runners-up:
Jim Buchan
(La Bourse
of Aquitaine,
Bordeaux) far
left, Rosalind
Roussouw
(International
Ambassadors)
below left
and Michael
Abramson (New
York Stock
Exchange) below.
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Statistics

Smoking

Stat attack: smoking
In the second instalment of a new stats-related column, Greg Becker and Yunus Piperdy look
at the impact on life expectancy of stopping smoking
Question: How many years of life
expectancy can be gained by a 30year-old man who stops smoking if he
started smoking before the age of 20?
Answer: 10 years
Many diseases caused by smoking show
a dose-response relationship — the risk
depends on the age at which the smoking
started and the quantity of cigarettes
smoked. Individual risk varies between
those with and without a smoking-related
disease. The age at which a person stops
is also important and the earlier they stop
the better. Assuming most people start
smoking before the age of 20, the years of
life expectancy gained depend on the age
they stop smoking (see Table 1).
Within weeks or months of stopping
smoking there is an improvement in
circulation and lung function. Excess risk
of coronary heart disease is half that of a
smoker’s within one year. The stroke and
heart attack risk reduces to that of
someone who has never smoked in
five to 15 years.
Most of the lung cancer risk
can be avoided if smoking is
ceased before middle age. By
stopping smoking before the
age of 40, about 80-90%
of the risk of lung cancer
can be avoided, while if
smoking is stopped
before the age
of 50,

by their addiction between 2000 and 2050.
Most of these deaths will be among current
smokers aged 20 to 40 today. That is almost
the population of Europe.

Table 1 — Years of life
expectancy gained on
stopping smoking
Age stopped

Years gained in life
expectancy compared
to persistent smokers

30

10

40

9

50

6

60

3

What percentage of persistent
cigarette smokers will be killed by
their habit?
Most studies show about half of persistent
smokers die prematurely because of their
habit, although some studies have shown it
may be as high as two-thirds.

What percentage of deaths can be
attributed to smoking?

the proportion of excess risk avoided ranges
from 57-69%.
Few smokers are shocked by statistics
about the dangers of smoking. But what
might surprise them is the dramatic
improvement in mortality from quitting.
In the words of Oxford University’s
Professor Sir Richard Peto, “Stopping
smoking works”!
With that said, here are a few more
interesting smoking-related statistics that
may be astounding to some:

How many tobacco users are there in
the world?

Smoking causes about one in five deaths
in adults over the age of 35 in England.
In 2008, there were 464,314 deaths in
England, of which 18% (83 900) were
attributable to smoking.

What are the commonest causes of
death attributed to smoking?
Table 2 shows the most common causes
in adults over the age of 35 but the
percentage of deaths attributed to smoking
varied by cause, as shown. While 82% of
lung cancers were attributed to smoking,
the corresponding figure for circulatory
■
disorders was 15%.

1.3 billion (as at 2003) — that is the
population of China. Prevalence of smokers
varies by country, but in most developed
regions smokers comprise around 20-30%
of the overall population. This has reduced
from peaks of over 50% — ex-smokers are
a significant proportion and it is important
to understand their mortality.

How many smokers will die from
smoking?
About 450 million smokers will be killed

READER RECOMMENDATIONS
This is the second edition of a new column
in The Actuary (the ﬁrst, on HIV, can be
found at www.the-actuary.org.uk/
872434). Each column discusses a
statistic that is of actuarial interest, but
is possibly not well known. Suggestions
from readers are invited and encouraged.
Please address all suggestions to editor@
the-actuary.org.uk

Table 2 — Deaths in England attributed to smoking in 2008
Cause
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% of total deaths from this cause

Lung cancer

23 200

82%

Respiratory diseases

23 200

46%

Circulatory diseases

21 600

15%

Other cancers

14 500

38%

1400

51%

Digestive diseases
www.the-actuary.org.uk

Number of deaths
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Appointments

Sponsored by

People moves

Solvency II
implementation.
Prior to joining
Whittington on a
fixed contract in
March 2009, he
was at Navigators
Underwriting
Agency where he
worked on reserving
and pricing
processes.

Sean Gilfeather has joined employee
benefits consultancy Lorica to head its
newly-established Actuarial and Risk
Management team.
Mr Gilfeather is a qualified actuary with
15 years’ diverse experience in pensions
and employee benefits, having worked for
major consultancies and a major insurer.
His background includes being head of the
business development and actuarial team at
Buck Consultants in Scotland and corporate
consultant and client manager at Aegon.
David Campbell
has recently joined
the boards of New
China Life and
China Life Overseas,
based in mainland
China and Hong
Kong respectively,
as an independent
director and
audit committee
chairman.
Acting in response
to demand from
its clients in based
in Scotland, the
Government Actuary’s
Department has
opened an office
in Glasgow. The
office will be led
by Alison Murray
who joins from
Hymans Robertson,
where she acquired
a wealth of

experience advising
local authority
pension funds and
other public sector
organisations. Anne
Kershaw provides
local non-executive
support for Ms
Murray, after a
30-year career at
Mercer.
Whittington Group,
the international
insurance investor
and services
provider, has
appointed Charles
Griffiths as its
chief actuary. Mr
Griffiths has specific
responsibility for
reserving, capital
and pricing,
while he will
also co-sponsor
Whittington’s

David Bennett
has recently been
appointed as
the senior vicepresident and chief
financial officer
of Equitable Life of
Canada. Mr Bennett
was previously at
Manulife Financial
in Toronto, having
also held roles at
McKinsey, Watson
Wyatt and Legal &
General.
Wes Jones has
recently been
appointed as the UK
pensions manager
for Tesco. Most
recently Mr Jones
was working at
First Actuarial as
a scheme actuary/
consultant. Prior
to that, he was
at Mercer and
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
The chairman of the
Financial Reporting
Council, Sir
Christopher Hogg,
recently announced
the appointment
of Keith Barton
to the Board for
Actuarial Standards,
effective from
1 June 2010.

Mr Barton has
worked for Hewitt
(formerly Bacon
& Woodrow)
since 1979. He is a
scheme actuary and
currently chairman
of the Association of
Consulting Actuaries.
Oliver Wyman has
announced the
appointment of
David Dullaway
to the position of
partner to lead the
company’s work
on Solvency II,
both in the UK
and across Europe.
Mr Dullaway joins
Oliver Wyman from
Towers Watson
where he led the
firm’s Global
Economic Capital
Initiative.

Irene Paterson has joined Star Actuarial
Futures as partner. She was previously a
European partner in Mercer’s retirement
practice and recently head of regulatory
policy at the UK Actuarial Profession.

Have you moved?
Please send news of moves,
promotions, retirements and
appointments to peoplemoves@
the-actuary.org.uk

Forward features

The Actuary’s features team welcomes contributions from members
or contacts in and around the profession. Below is a list of themes
for the next few months along with the deadline for submission.
If you would like to contribute, please contact Tracey Brown at
features@the-actuary.org.uk with suggestions.

July 2010 (Published 24 June, deadline 10 May)
n International
n Pensions
n Investment strategy
August 2010 (Published 29 July, deadline 14 June)
n General insurance
n Reinsurance
n New fields

September 2010 (Published 26 August, deadline 12 July)
n Risk management
n Life
n Banking
Please note that these themes are not exclusive and the aim is for
a variety of articles. If you have a burning topic you’d like to write
about, please let us know. The editorial team is particularly keen to
receive articles around Solvency II issues.

Specialist Actuarial Recruiters
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